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Story So far It looked like Ben Mitchell 

had finally broken free of his damaged and 

dangerous family. Now openly gay rather 

than hiding his sexuality away, Ben was 

looking towards a long-term relationship 

with his boyfriend, Paul Coker. 

The two had even talked about taking 

over the Coker family funeral business 

together, and Ben was gearing up to  

tell his fearsome dad, Phil, that he was 

quitting The Arches to do this. 

But Ben’s happy future with Paul is 

about to be hit by tragedy…

thiS fortnight It’s a seemingly 

innocuous incident that brings to light  

the latest grim events in Albert Square. 

‘Ian Beale can’t find his mum, Kathy,  

so he picks up her phone when it rings,’ 

reveals our insider at EastEnders. 

And that simple act changes everything! 

‘A stunned Ian discovers that his 

half-brother, Ben, has been involved in an 

incident and he’s in hospital with critical 

injuries,’ adds 

our source. 

With Ben’s mum, Kathy, nowhere to be 

found because she’s enjoying some secret, 

illicit passion with Buster Briggs in a hotel 

room, Ian races around to Phil’s house,  

and together they speed to the hospital. 

‘Once they arrive, they head straight to 

the reception desk to find out where Ben 

is,’ reveals our insider. ‘Ian, Phil and Steven 

Beale then face a long and tense wait…

‘Their vigil comes to an agonising  

end, though, when the doctor arrives  

to break devastating news…

‘He tells them Ben is dead!’ 

Meanwhile, following her night of 

passion with Buster, a clueless Kathy 

arrives back in the Square, where she’s 

met by a deeply concerned 

Shirley Carter, who 

relays the 

news to 

her that Ben’s in hospital. And frantic 

Kathy’s world falls apart soon afterwards 

when Steven reveals that Ben has died. 

‘Back at the hospital, grief-stricken  

Ian and Phil wait to identify the body…’ 

says our Enders source.

What next? Our Enders mole tells  

us: ‘The Mitchell family are thrown into 

turmoil!’ And it’s hardly surprising. 

They’ve only just buried beloved 

matriarch Peggy, so the sad prospect  

of another family funeral seems far too 

cruel for the family to bear. 

And, as we report on page 6, we reckon 

there are major repercussions to come…

e x c lu s i v e !

Phil and Ian rush to hospital 
when they hear injured Ben’s 
in a critical condition…

1 Phil and Ian are devastated 
when a doctor arrives to 
tell them Ben has died!

2

A shock phone cAll delivers the neWs thAt Ben’s seriously injured… 

And the injuries turn out to Be fAtAl!  

Ben deAd!
trAgedy strikes!
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Big
story

the

A distraught Ian and  
Phil brace themselves  
to identify Ben’s body…

3

e a S t e n d e r S

Will devastation 
erupt in the wake 
of Ben’s death?
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story

the

We reckon Ben’s death could send his family out 

of their minds… and right into major trouBle!  

BrOKEn Ian gOEs Mad wIth grIEf?
Ian’s hardly had the easiest of times in the last few 

months. He feared he’d lost his wife, Jane, following 

Lucy-killer son Bobby’s most recent outburst, then 

he was distraught when Bobby confessed to his 

various crimes and he was imprisoned. 

The death of his beloved half-brother, Ben, could 

well be the straw that breaks the camel’s back and 

see an on-edge Ian suffer the sort of personal heartbreak and 

mental anguish that caused his previous breakdown.

Could the death of Ben see a grieving Ian suffer a repeat of 

that breakdown and flee from Walford yet again? It could do…

furIOus PhIl wants rEvEngE? 
Phil’s never had the easiest of relationships 

with his gay son, Ben, but it seems the two  

of them had recently reached some form of 

understanding and had reunited after a torrid 

few months of arguing and fighting. 

So Ben’s sudden death, following hard  

on the heels of family matriarch Peggy’s 

demise and funeral, could see major fireworks from Phil! 

Phil learns Ben’s been involved in an incident and the 

injuries he’s sustained leads to his demise. If there’s  

the slightest hint of anybody else’s involvement or 

wrongdoing, we reckon Phil will return to the bad man  

of old… and seek a brutal and bloody revenge! 

dEvastatEd Kathy lEavEs... yEt agaIn? 
Kathy’s main reason for returning from the dead in 2015, apart 

from escaping the clutches of husband Gavin, was so she could 

be with her two boys. So how will she react to Ben’s death?   

It’s true she’ll still have Ian around, but Ben was the child  

she left when she faked her death in 2006, and her reunion 

with the older version of him was genuinely moving. 

Will his demise see Kathy decide it’s too painful to remain  

in Walford and leave to start a new life somewhere else? It 

wouldn’t be the first time. And, if Shirley uncovers her affair 

with Buster, she may well need to make a run for it!

fatal fallout!

Ian and Phil wait to see Ben’s 
body with the police detective 
dealing with the incident…

Shirley comforts Kathy when 
she hears the news about the 
death of her beloved son...
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story so far David and Kylie Platt  

and their two children, Max and Lily, were 

planning a new life in Barbados. It meant 

they’d escape the traumatic fallout of 

killing Callum Logan, and have the  

chance of a fresh beginning in the sun. 

Then events took a dramatic turn and 

Kylie was killed, meaning the Platt family 

were facing grief instead of cocktails on 

the beach. It was harrowing stuff.

this fortnight As news of Kylie’s 

death starts to spread around the Street, 

the shocked residents are left reeling. 

But there’s one grieving local who is 

displaying a steely calm. 

‘Determined to stay strong for his 

children, David busies himself with  

Max and Lily,’ reveals our source at Corrie. 

‘But his mum, Gail, and gran, Audrey, are 

concerned about David’s true feelings.’

And they don’t have to wait for long 

when the devious and demented David 

Platt of old suddenly returns. Like a man 

possessed, he’s out to point the finger of 

blame for Kylie’s death… and get revenge 

on those responsible. 

Before he embarks on that particular 

mission, though, there’s a couple of 

devastating tasks to perform. 

‘First, David and Bethany visit Sarah in 

hospital to break the news about Kylie’s 

death,’ says our insider. ‘Fragile Sarah 

becomes jittery and fears that Callum  

is somehow connected to it. 

‘Then David steels himself to view 

Kylie’s body in the chapel of rest.’

It’s a moving goodbye as an emotional 

David tells his wife how much he loves  

her and misses her. The following day, it 

seems help and support could be at hand 

because Sarah reads details of Kylie’s 

death in the newspaper and the shock 

revelation spurs her into action. 

‘Bethany arrives at the hospital to find 

her mum packing her bag,’ adds our mole. 

‘Sarah explains she’s read the news and 

it’s made her realise David needs her.

DaviD says a hearTbreaking gooDbye To his DeaD wife, kylie… 
Then he plans revenge on Those responsible!

Kylie’s 
dead

revenge!

& david 
Wants



David blackmailed 
‘Terrible’ Tracy 
Barlow for sex in 
exchange for a false 
witness statement 
when she was on 
trial for killing her 
abusive boyfriend, 
Charlie Stubbs.

Following his bid to 
kill his mum, David 
went on a violent 
rampage with a big 
metal pole... and he 
lashed out at Ken 
Barlow. David was 
sent to a young 
offenders’ home. 

David erupted and 
pushed his mum 
down the stairs 
when he learnt 
she’d funded his 
girlfriend Tina 
McIntyre’s abortion. 
Gail survived her 
plunge. Just! 

Fuming David 
discovered Kylie had 
slept with his brother, 
Nick, and he exacted 
revenge by crashing a 
van with him and Nick 
in it. Badly injured 
Nick suffered serious 
brain damage. 

David may have done 
it for the best of 
reasons and cruel 
Callum was vile, but 
covering up a murder 
and burying the drug 
dealer’s body was 
dark... even by 
David’s standards.

9

 forTnighT first with all the news on all the 
hottest stars and biggest stories!

c o r o n a t i o n  s t r e e t

‘Bethany, though, begs her mum to 

stay put to make sure she’s recovered 

for both her and baby Harry’s sake. 

‘Sarah reluctantly agrees. For now…’ 

Back at No.8, Gail and Audrey gently 

suggest David needs to start thinking 

about Kylie’s funeral. But when they 

arrive home later that day, it seems 

David has started making plans and  

he’s encouraging the children to make 

things for Kylie’s final goodbye. 

It’s a tear-jerking scene.

‘When upbeat David makes his return 

to work at the salon, his faux cheeriness 

unnerves Audrey and Maria,’ adds our 

insider. ‘They fear he’s really struggling.’ 

What next? David’s stated he plans 

to exact revenge on those responsible 

for his beloved Kylie’s death and, 

bearing in mind what the Platt lad has 

been capable of in the past (see right), 

we reckon this is a real threat. 

David actor Jack P Shepherd also 

warns: ‘he’ll go on the warpath and I’m 

really looking forward to watching how  

it all plays out over the coming months!’ 

And, with his wife’s funeral on the 

horizon, we reckon there’ll be plenty  

of raw emotion on display… 

Our advice: It’s gonna be spectacular!

Blackmailing tracy 
for sex! (2007)1

attacking 
Ken! (2008)3

nearly killing 
gail (2008)2

nearly killing 
nick! (2013)4

Burying
 callum! (2015)5

DaviD’s worst 
crimes... so far!
Will David’s plan of revenge be even  
more evil than these appalling acts?

Check it out! Read our exclusive interview  
with David actor Jack P Shepherd on page 34

New start: David and Kylie planned 
to leave (above) but her death has 
left David devastated... and angry! 



Story So far Robert Sugden has homicidal tendencies… no one 

knows that more than the late Katie Sugden’s widower, Andy.

But there’s one person who didn’t realise who they were messing 

with when they took Robert’s bribe to lie to the cops – and that’s Ryan.

Robert paid Ryan to lie to the police and say that Gordon Livesy 

had sexually abused him the way he had his son, Aaron.

Robert was trying to help Aaron but ended up having to get Ryan 

to retract his statement. That hasn’t worked out well for Robert.

Aaron’s sister, Liv, told the police everything. So far, Robert has 

stayed out of prison, but Ryan is now trying to blackmail him.

And that hasn’t worked out at all well for Ryan.

thiS fortnight Robert has that look in his eye again, the one 

that says someone is going to get badly hurt.

‘Robert’s parked up in a layby and he has Ryan tied up in the boot 

of his car,’ our Emmerdale insider reveals. 

Time to shut Ryan up for good? Well, the old Robert would think 

that, but this is a Robert desperately trying to make a good life with 

Aaron… and telling Aaron he has killed again wouldn’t make for 

passionate pillow talk. Even hetero-flexible Robert knows that! 

So he puts his thoughts of hurting Ryan to bed, and then he does 

something that surprises them both.

‘Robert unties Ryan,’ adds our Emmerdale source. ‘Ryan begs 

him for money, saying he owes someone and, feeling sorry for 

him, Robert gives him some cash! But he also makes him swear 

never to come back. Then Ryan legs it.’

Smart move. But Robert realises he could still have a problem, 

as someone has been watching the whole drama unfold.

And we know that, despite Robert’s best efforts to be a good 

boyfriend, Robron are in for a rough ride… 

What next? ‘We’ve got a really important week in October,’ 

reveals Emmerdale boss Iain MacLeod. ‘It’s a massive storyline 

for Robron. It’s funny, romantic and heart-stopping in places. 

People will be on the edge of their seat – or possibly falling off it.

‘I think that viewers want us to keep them together and they 

have earned the right to be together for a period,’ Iain adds. 

‘Obviously, there will be challenges, but I’m really rooting for them. 

I hope they can make it through!’

One of those challenges will be dealing with whoever saw Robert 

with Ryan, but there’s another immediate drama that unfolds and 

tests Robert’s relationship with Aaron (see below).
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Aaron had wanted to move in with 
Robert, but he’s feeling a little less 
loved-up when he finds out Andy did 
a deal with Ross Barton to get his 
brother, Robert, shot for killing Katie.

 ‘He gets angry with Robert for not 
telling him, even though Robert 
points out that ever since he knew 
himself there has never been a good 
time to tell Aaron,’ says our 
Emmerdale source.

Robert wants Aaron to  
drop it. But when he sees 
Andy, he thumps him and tells 
Chrissie what happened.

Aaron’s anger is understandable. 
His mum, Chas, was right next to 
Robert when he was shot and was 
traumatised by what happened.

Should Aaron tell Chas everything?

Top 10 sTories This forTnighT e m m e r d a l e

aaron’S fighting mad!
robert has another battle on his 

hands when aaron kicks off – but 
it’s andy who gets thumped!
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robert turns 
kidnapper... 

roberT has some horrible ways of dealing wiTh 
people who cross him, as ryan finds ouT!

and killer?

Robert has Ryan right where 
he wants him – and then he 
lets him go! Is that a mistake?
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Whitney’s 

baby joy!
There’s good news for a delighTed whiTney as she reveals she’s 

expecTing husband-To-be lee’s baby… buT big Trouble’s looming!

Lauren’s desperate to tell a clueless 
Whitney about her sister Abi’s boozy 
bonk with Whitney’s fella, Lee…

1

But Whitney’s mother-in-law, 
Linda, arrives and susses the 
baby secret Whitney’s hiding…

2



Story So far Life’s been pretty good 

for Whitney Dean of late. Now a fixture in 

both The Vic and in the Carter clan, she 

and fiancé Lee are happy. Even better, 

she’s learnt she’s expecting Lee’s baby! 

But her joy may be short-lived. Whitney’s 

best mate, Lauren Branning, has just learnt 

her sister, Abi, shared a drunken one-night 

stand with Lee, and Whitney has no idea. 

thiS fortnight Whitney’s desperate to 

break her baby news to Lee at The Vic, but 

her best efforts are thwarted. Then Johnny 

Carter reveals he’s passed his law exams, 

and she fears her moment has passed. 

‘Upset, Whitney exits the pub, but Linda 

grows suspicious,’ says our Enders insider. 

‘At the cafe, Whitney sees Lauren, who 

ponders revealing all about Lee and Abi. 

‘It’s at this moment, though, that Linda 

turns up and joins the friends and, following 

some not-so-subtle questioning, Whitney 

confirms she’s expecting Lee’s child.’ 

The problem with the revelation, though, 

is Linda quickly tells husband Mick. But it’s 

not long before Lee hears the news, too. 

‘An excited Whitney arranges a romantic 

meal and breaks the news to a bemused 

Lee,’ adds our source. ‘Before he has the 

time to process anything or react, though, 

Mick and Linda enter intent on celebrating!’  

Lee arranges a doctor’s appointment for 

Whitney so they can officially confirm the 

news, and he asks the Carter clan to keep 

things quiet until it is. And Lee seems 

genuinely happy… but that doesn’t last!

‘Lauren spots Lee and she warns him she 

knows what happened with Abi,’ says our 

insider. ‘And this revelation 

only adds pressure onto Lee. 

‘When he and Whitney return 

from their appointment, news 

of the pregnancy has spread 

and there’s a small celebratory 

gathering upstairs at The Vic.’ 

Meanwhile, Lee also hears 

Donna Yates tell Kim Fox she’s 

putting her own baby plans on 

hold because she realises it  

will be a struggle if baby daddy 

Vincent isn’t fully on board. 

And that put doubts into 

Lee’s head as he starts to 

assess the responsibility…

What next? Poor Lee’s had serious 

mental health issues in the past and his 

struggle with depression nearly ended his 

romance with Whitney. Could the stress of 

becoming a dad be too much for him and 

will he have second thoughts about it? 

Or, as we suggest below, will the truth 

about his night with Abi be revealed and 

unleash new Carter chaos?
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Check it out! Read our exclusive interview with 
Whitney actress Shona McGarty on page 38

The re-emergence of Lee’s mental 
health woes isn’t the only threat to 
his future happiness with Whitney. 

Lauren knows about his tryst with 
Abi and likes a reveal. Remember her 
bombshell DVD at Christmas 2007? 

Lauren’s boyfriend, Steven Beale, 
also knows after Lauren confided in 
him. Could he spills the beans to 
spare a conflicted Lauren’s anguish? 

Or could Abi in a spiteful moment 
or Lee in a guilty moment reveal all? 

One thing’s for sure, we reckon this 
secret will be revealed… and Whitney 
will be heartbroken when it is!

Top 10 sTories This forTnighT

bonk buSterS?

LindaÕs delighted with the news 
and takes a Carter family pic to 
mark the happy moment!

3
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Leanne’s 
Leanne’s baby bombsheLL secreT is

a secreT no Longer… and There’s

a whoLe heap of drama in sTore! 

story so far Leanne Battersby went to see her doctor 

because she was suffering from back pain. A few hours later, 

she was reeling from the shock news she was pregnant, 

following her mystery one-night stand recently.

this fortnight It’s work colleague Steph Britton  

who’s the first person to uncover Leanne’s baby secret. 

‘Leanne meets up with Steph for a drink and Leanne’s 

suddenly overcome with a wave of nausea,’ reveals our  

Corrie source. ‘Steph’s immediately suspicious and she 

correctly guesses Leanne’s pregnant. 

‘Once she admits the truth, the floodgates open and 

Leanne pours her heart out to Steph.’ 

Leanne may have unburdened herself to one ally, but 

there’s trouble brewing elsewhere. 

‘Leanne’s stepson, Simon Barlow, confides in his cousin, 

Amy, he’s worried about Leanne, who seems to be  

in pain,’ adds our mole. ‘And the reason he’s worried 

is because he thinks she has cancer!’ 

Simon has the wrong end of the diagnosis stick, 

but his fears are increased when he takes a secret 

glance at his stepmum’s phone and sees a text 

confirming a doctor’s appointment. 

Simon soon learns the truth, though. 

‘Leanne’s doing her best to disguise her morning 

sickness, but Simon fears the worst,’ adds our insider. 

‘Later on, Leanne is waiting with Steph to see the doctor 

and Simon arrives, demanding to know what’s going on.’ 

‘Leanne assures him it’s nothing to worry about, then 

steels herself to tell him the truth.

‘And, when she does, Simon’s stunned!’ 

But he does promise to keep the secret quiet. 

 Then there’s somebody else Leanne also has to tell the 

news to… and that’s the baby’s father! 

What next? Before that happens, though, Leanne’s news 

is nearly exposed to the world when she’s returning from a 

shopping trip and her bag splits open, and a baby grow falls 

out… right in front of Liz and Michelle McDonald. Leanne, 

however, manages to cover. 

‘The mum-to-be then arranges to meet the baby’s dad and 

he’s shocked by the news and calls her irresponsible!’ adds 

our source. ‘But a resolute Leanne stands her ground and 

she assures him that she doesn’t want money from him –  

and she doesn’t want him to be part of the baby’s life. 

‘She explains how this could be her last chance to have a 

baby of her own and she’s not going to lose that opportunity!’ 

As we report on the right, however, that decision may be 

taken out of Leanne’s hands…

Busted! Smart Steph 
soon twigs what’s really 
going on with Leanne...

Scared! Simon tells Amy he 
fears the worst when he looks 
through Leanne’s phone... 
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baby
secret is out!

agony for Leanne!
With Simon and the father told and  
her baby plans all systems go, it looks 
like there’s plenty of reason to be 
optimistic for mum-to-be Leanne. 

Then she’s rushed to hospital! 
‘Leanne’s chatting to Michelle in the 

street and she suffers serious stomach 
pains,’ reveals our Corrie source. 
‘Realising Leanne is pregnant and 
terrified for her baby, Michelle  
orders Tim to drive them to hospital.

‘Leanne then faces an anxious wait 
to hear if her baby is going to be okay.’ 

A scan eventually reveals all is fine 
and there’s nothing to worry about, 
and a relieved Leanne heads home. 

But could there be more baby  
drama to come as far as Leanne is 
concerned? After all, she’s not exactly 
a young mum and she always assumed 
she’d never be able to have a child. 
And who’s the mystery daddy?

Whatever the future holds for 
Leanne, it looks like her pregnancy  
has given Michelle food for thought,  
as we reveal on page 23…

Leanne suffers stomach pains and she’s rushed to hospital! 



Story So far Belle Dingle’s disturbing affair with married 

doctor Jermaine Bailey has had more twists and turns than  

a helter-skelter. No wonder the teenager’s head is spinning!

Bailey has lost his job and his wife, Angie, and he should have 

lost Belle after he made her lie that she was his stalker to protect 

himself. But all along, Belle has insisted on seeing the doctor.

Bailey was going to bail on Belle, but she said she’s pregnant. 

The doctor doesn’t know that’s a lie – but Charity Dingle does… 

And while Belle is desperate to make the lie a truth, Charity has 

very different ideas about how Belle gets out of this tragic affair.

thiS fortnight Charity’s big plan is for Belle to lose her 

imaginary baby by having an imaginary miscarriage. 

And if all of that sounds cold-hearted, remember that Charity 

has tried to sell both of her sons, Noah and 

Moses, at different times.

So, Charity has taken Belle to a spa. The plan is 

that Belle will have her ‘miscarriage’ there and 

return home no longer pregnant.

But Belle’s not on board with that plan.

‘Charity insists that faking a miscarriage is 

Belle’s only option,’ our Emmerdale insider says. 

‘But Belle orders cocktail after cocktail, feeling 

guilty and wanting to handle this her own way.’

Then they both get a shock.

‘Drunk Belle sees her mum, Lisa, approaching,’ 

adds our Emmerdale source. ‘She’s turned up at 

the spa to surprise them.’

Oh, Lisa has definitely done that! She causes 

panic, too. Her baby, Belle, who is just 17, is 

supposed to be pregnant, yet here she 

is drunk. So Belle has to find a way to 

sober up, quickly and privately.

Lisa’s appearance means Charity can’t 

make her plan work. But the next day in 

the village, an accident provides the 

perfect opportunity for Belle to fake her 

miscarriage (more on this on page 33).

‘Belle ends up in hospital and sees 

Bailey’s wife, Angie, there,’ says our 

Emmerdale insider.

And Belle gets a shock that we think will lead to even 

more dark twists in this sorry tale (see right).

What next? The way things seem to stand, Belle has 

two options: fake a miscarriage or get pregnant.

But what if Belle came up with another solution?

What if Belle were to continue to fake her pregnancy 

– and then produce a baby when she’s due?

Is it possible that Belle’s awful baby lie drama could 

turn into a devastating baby-snatch drama? 

One thing we know for sure is this story isn’t over…
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miScarriage!’
‘fake a

ChariTy pushes Belle To 

lie – BuT Those lies 

Could CuT deep

charity tells Belle:

Belle gets some shocking 
news at the hospital…
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Belle BreakS 
Bailey’S heart?
At the hospital, Belle is shocked 
to discover that Bailey’s wife, 
Angie, miscarried their baby.

Is Belle really heartless enough to deliver to Bailey the 
devastating lie that she, too, has miscarried his child?

Well, she has already lied about being pregnant and, now, 
we can’t see any easy way out of this for Belle.

Her lies are not only messing with Bailey’s head, they’re 
also making Belle a bit crazy. Can she keep it up, especially 
now she knows what happened to Bailey and Angie?

Top 10 sTories This forTnighT

he’s had sad baby news before… Will 
Belle deliver more?

Charity is desperate for Belle 
to stick to her plan – but 
Belle is desperately drunk!

Belle has lied to Bailey’s 
face about being pregnant… 
but can she keep it up?



Story So far Maxine Blake has a new 

man – who’s not so new to some villagers.

Maxine doesn’t realise her bloke ‘Mike’ 

is really nasty Warren Fox, the killer her 

sister, Mitzeee, got locked up.

Sienna Bradley knows, though! Sienna 

thinks Maxine killed her father, Patrick, 

and wants her put away – but the truth is, 

Sienna’s daughter, Nico, actually did it... 

Warren has promised to help Sienna  

get her wish as long as she helps him get 

the revenge he wants to dish out.

thiS fortnight Maxine has already 

had one marriage made in hell with the 

abusive Patrick. Is she in for another?

It looks like it to her when she visits the 

fella she thinks is the man of her dreams.

‘Maxine goes to see Warren and he  

tries to get her to tell the truth about 

Patrick,’ our Hollyoaks insider tells us.

‘But she accidentally knocks a wooden 

box off a shelf, breaking some of the 

contents… and Warren is furious!’

He grabs Maxine in anger and scares 

her so badly her head fills with memories 

of Patrick’s violence and she takes off.

So, what is so precious about that box 

and its contents that would make Warren 

lash out and possibly ruin his own plans?

We’re not giving that away. But we can 

tell you that Warren gets his anger under 

control and goes back to working with 

Sienna on his revenge plan.

‘Sienna talks about getting Maxine sent 

to prison,’ our Hollyoaks source adds.

And Warren likes the sound of that…

What next? Sooner rather than later, 

someone will tell Maxine exactly who 

Warren is. But will she find out in time  

to save herself more heartache?

We don’t think so…
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Check it out! Read our exclusive interview  
with Maxine actress Nikki Sanderson on page 40

Top 10 sTories This forTnighT h o l l y o a k S

Maxine is all loved up wiTh her new bloke – buT she geTs 

a shock when Things Turn ugly…

Maxine’s
Mr right is  

Mr Very Wrong!

Anger issues: Scared  
Maxine feels the wrath of 
‘Mike’ aka evil killer Warren
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story so far When Donna Yates told 

her foster brother, Vincent Hubbard, that 

she wanted to have his baby, she seemed 

to have it all worked out. 

As squeamish as some people are about 

the idea, because they’re family (says 

Denise Fox), or because he already has  

a family (says wife Kim), Donna convinced 

Vincent he was the man to give her the 

baby she desperately wanted, handed him 

a plastic jar and told him to ‘get busy’.

She didn’t get lucky first time around, 

though, and Kim pounced  

again, ripping into Vincent  

and pulling no punches as she 

pointed out the impact it would 

have on her, their baby daughter, 

Pearl, and their family as a whole 

if he had a child with Donna.

And you could see the doubts start to 

creep into his commitment.

this fortnight ‘Yes, Vincent does 

have doubts, but he is committed to 

Donna,’ says our 

EastEnders insider. 

It turns out, though, 

that Donna is not 

convinced that what 

Vincent says he’ll  

do for her is actually  

the same as what he’ll  

be able to deliver.

So, Donna sits down 

with Kim this fortnight 

and gives her some news 

that we think will lead  

to Kim racing home, 

picking up baby Pearl and dancing around 

the house with joy.

‘Donna tells Kim that she’s putting 

having a baby on hold as she’ll struggle  

if she has to cope alone,’ adds our 

EastEnders source. ‘And she needs the 

dad to be fully committed.’

Will Kim now try to find a way to bury 

Donna and Vincent’s baby plan for good?

What nExt? There are two things we 

can immediately think of that would put 

an end to Donna and Vincent’s family 

planning – and we reckon both of them 

could happen any time soon…

One: Donna finds herself a man, has  

a one-night stand and falls pregnant.

Two: Kim decides that if she gives 

Vincent another baby, he won’t have time 

for more baby-making with Donna!

prEgnant pausE!
Donna’s

she sTill wanTs a baby, jusT noT 

righT now… so whaT does ThaT 

mean for VincenT and Kim?

Donna’s desire for a 
baby has come between 
Vincent and Kim…



Story So far Lachlan White 
has deep problems. He sexually 
assaulted Alicia Metcalfe and, 
recently, said he loved Belle 
Dingle and got mixed up in her 
affair with Dr Jermaine Bailey.

It’s clear he’s mentally 
disturbed, and his disturbance 
has moved closer to home…

thiS fortnight Lachlan is 
angry with grandad Lawrence 
because the secrets and lies 
surrounding his past affair with 
Ronnie Hale have made his 
mum, Chrissie, unhappy.  

Then Lawrence makes 
Lachlan feel even worse. 

‘Lachlan makes an ill-judged 
attempt to kiss Gabby Thomas 
and is left feeling embarrassed 
when Lawrence humiliates  
him in front of the girl,’ our 
Emmerdale insider reveals. 

And that’s when Lachlan 
decides to make his grandad wish 

he’d locked his shotgun away. 
It’s Lachlan’s birthday and he 

has a special treat planned for 
himself – and Lawrence. 

‘Hello, Grandad,’ Lachlan says 
with false cheer, as Lawrence 
walks into Home Farm.

Then his tone turns nasty.
‘I want you to stop making our 

lives miserable,’ Lachlan says, 
his voice tight with anger.

‘There’s something broken  
in there,’ Lawrence almost sings 
at Lachlan, pointing to his head.

The meaning is crystal clear… 
Lawrence believes Lachlan is 
mentally disturbed. 

And, as if to prove him right, 
Lachlan shoots him, just as 
Chrissie arrives home.

‘It was an accident,’ Lachlan 
tells her. ‘I just wanted to give 
him a shock.’

Whether Chrissie believes her 
son or not, she still covers for 
him, racing to hide the evidence.

So, who will get the blame for 
possibly murdering Lawrence?

What next? Chrissie learns 
that her man, Andy Sugden, has 
kissed Lawrence’s wife, Bernice.

Could she want to make  
Andy pay for that – and frame 
him for shooting Lawrence?

We reckon so…
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Which at odds 
businessmen settle  
on a 50-50 deal –  
but find they’re  
still at war over  

a certain woman? 

Can the grief of  
one young man make 

the bond stronger 
between a father  
and son in a soap 

beginning with ‘e’? 

this particular  
person likes to think 
they will always get 
their man. and are 

they about to wreck  
a marriage to prove 

their point?

Which mechanics  
find that the bank  

has thrown a spanner 
in their works and  
put their business  

up for sale?

Which woman in an 
aussie soap finds her 
life – and the life of 
her unborn baby – in 
danger when she’s 
bitten by a snake?
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lawrence!

lachlan

shoots

taunted by hIs grandfather, 
LachLan exPLodes!

His face twisted with anger, 
Lachlan points a shotgun at his 
grandad – and pulls the trigger!

Lachlan has Lawrence’s blood all 
over his face… Has he killed him?



From Maria’s flat, 
Caz sees Sophie 

heading to the pub with Kate 
and is eaten up by jealousy. We 
reckon Caz will think she has  
to get past Sophie to get to 
Kate – and we’re worried about 
exactly how she will do that… 

What if Caz does get 
past Sophie and Kate 

just continues to reject her? 
She might just get it into her 
crazy head that if she can’t  
have Kate, then no one can. It 
hardly bears thinking about – 
but Caz has been trained to kill…

Caz and Maria have 
fast become bosom 

buddies but we’re convinced Caz 
is only using Maria to try to get 
to Kate. We also believe that 
when Caz decides she has no 
more use for Maria, there will be 
tears – and they won’t be Caz’s.

Little Liam Connor is a 
sweet boy but we have a 

horrible feeling his cuteness will 
leave Caz cold. If she has to win 
him round to keep Maria on side, 
though, and fails… Well, let’s 
just say we think Caz will be  
as ruthless as she has to be…

CuCkoo Caz
in the nest!

 In danger?
Sophie is top of Caz’s hit list.  
But who else could she turn on?
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story so far Kate Connor found  

out that what Sophie Webster and Luke 

Britton suspected about her fiancée, Caz 

Hammond, was true: she lied about her leg 

injury so she could stay in Weatherfield 

and keep Kate on a short leash. 

Kate also discovered that army girl  

Caz faces a court martial for throwing  

her weight about in the barracks.

That makes controlling Caz someone 

who is scarily possessive and violent.

So, as far as Kate is concerned, the 

battles with her lying, manipulative, 

girlfriend are over. And Caz is the loser.

Except they’re not. Caz is a soldier and 

knows how to fight…

this fortnight Maria tells Caz she 

can move in with her while she tries to 

build bridges with Kate.

Just laying the groundwork for those 

massive bridges will take time, though, 

and Maria’s bloke, Luke, knows this.

‘So Luke’s put out when Caz moves in,’ 

our Corrie source reveals. ‘But Maria’s 

irritated by his attitude and tells Caz  

she can stay for as long as she likes.’

Luke tells Sophie what has happened 

but begs her not to tell Kate. As it  

turns out, Sophie doesn’t have to…

‘Kate’s stunned when she sees Caz at 

the gym. She thought she was long gone,’ 

adds our Corrie insider. ‘And Kate doesn’t 

mince her words when she tells Caz she 

doesn’t ever want to see her again.’

Caz gets a shoulder to cry on from 

Maria – and the cold shoulder from Luke, 

who gets grief from Maria for talking 

about Caz with Sophie.

This flatshare isn’t going to work. 

Luke or Caz will have to move out –  

and we think Caz will make sure it’s Luke 

who packs his bags, not her… 

What next? ‘Brace yourself, it’s  

going to get bumpy in the road ahead,’ 

warns Rhea Bailey, who plays cunning 

Caz. ‘Things are going to get worse,  

and someone’s going to develop  

an interesting friendship with Caz…’

Could that be Maria? She’s a generous 

and kind-hearted girl, who can be a bit  

too trusting at times. And with Kirk 

Sutherland for a brother, it’s fair to  

say that naivety runs in the family… 

But even with compassionate Maria’s 

caring nature, it’s clear unhinged Caz 

could be dangerous and we think the 

mum-of-one needs to be careful –  

and she’s not the only one (see right)!

she geTs Maria on side and Moves in wiTh her – 

buT Luke wanTs her gone!

sophie

Kate

maria

liam

Caz gets tea and sympathy 
from Maria but Luke 
doesn’t like the pity party…
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 ‘I want a 

baby, Steve!’
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story so far 
Michelle McDonald 

kissed another guy and made betrayed 

husband Steve cry… Well, almost. 

He definitely shouted a lot and threw  

all of his toys out of the pram.

And they very nearly split up when,  

sure that Steve would never forgive  

her, Michelle got a job on a cruise liner. 

But she let that ship sail without her in 

the end and Steve persuaded her to stay 

on dry land, in Weatherfield, with him. 

Is he going to regret that? 

this fortnight No sooner have 

things started going right again for 

Michelle and Steve than they start  

going wrong again, and very quickly!

‘First, panicked Steve is horrified  

when he thinks he has lost his wedding 

ring,’ our Corrie insider tells us.

Well, yes… Michelle may think he’s not 

that committed to them if he can’t even 

keep track of his wedding band.

But she doesn’t, because she’s the one 

who knows exactly where it is.

‘Steve is searching frantically and 

Michelle reveals she took it away to have  

it engraved,’ adds our Corrie source.

Aahhh. Steve is so relieved that,  

well, he would do just about anything  

for Michelle. Or would he?

We’re not so sure… And we can reveal 

that this troubled couple is about to hit  

a possibly massive bump in the rocky  

road that is their marriage.

And it’s Leanne Battersby who is at  

the root of their new troubles.

Michelle goes with Leanne to the 

hospital when she has a pregnancy scare 

– and that gives her a worrying idea. 

Well, worrying for Steve.

‘Michelle tells Steve about Leanne’s 

pregnancy,’ our Corrie source reveals. 

‘Telling Steve how much she loves him, 

Michelle then goes on to suggest they 

should have a baby of their own!’

What next? Just think: if Michelle falls 

pregnant straight away, her baby and 

Leanne’s baby would be about the same 

age and could become the best of friends!

And wouldn’t it be great for Michelle to 

have a woman on the street to share her 

pregnancy with? She and Leanne aren’t 

best mates – but they could be…

We have a feeling, though, that Steve 

will cross his legs and procrastinate over 

Michelle’s desire to procreate…

Michelle sTuns sTeve wiTh her special requesT – inspired by leanne!

Steve’s been using a metal detector in 
his hunt for his wedding ring. But he 
didn’t detect Michelle’s bright idea…
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breaking news

coronation street

coronation street

ITV has decided we don’t get 

enough of its award-winning 

Coronation Street and have 

announced it’s going to add  

a sixth episode to its weekly 

schedule from late 2017.

ITV’s director of television, 

Kevin Lygo, says he’s made 

the decision because ‘I want 

Coronation Street to continue 

to be at the heart of what 

defines ITV in years to come.’

That puts added pressure 

on Corrie’s new producer, 

Kate Oates, although she 

produced six episodes a week 

in her role as boss at ITV’s 

other soap, Emmerdale.

What we’re hoping is that 

the extra air-time will be  

filled by moving some new 

characters onto the Street.

That could make life there 

even more entertaining…

itV commits to corrie!
Are you ready to commit to a 
sixth weekly episode of the soap?

‘i’d loVe to do 

something sci-fi!’
Paula Lane has been talking about what 
she plans to do with her life after Corrie!

Paula will have her 
second child before  
she does anything else…

f i r s t  w i t h  a l l  t h e  n e w s  o n  a l l  t h e  h o t t e s t  s ta r s  a n d  b i g g e s t  s t o r i e s

We reckon there must have 

been plenty of times when  

Kylie Platt felt like she was 

living in some sort of alternate 

universe on Coronation Street, 

one where she was damned to 

misery no matter how hard she 

tried to make her life happy.

and now Kylie actress  

Paula Lane has revealed she’s 

ready for a real sci-fi drama…

She’s dried the tears shed 

from leaving Corrie and is 

excited about her future…

‘I’m going to have some  

time out mentally, and have  

my second child,’ Paula told 

Soaplife. ‘I want to get back to 

being Paula for a few months.’

and after that?

‘I never saw myself being in  

a long-running drama for  

the rest of my career. So I 

decided to run and jump.

‘I would love to do 

something completely 

different from Corrie,’ 

Paula added.

‘I loved Marcella.  

I thought it was really 

gritty. ITV has got 

some great dramas  

on at the minute.

‘I also like the idea of 

doing something sci-fi,  

or maybe a period drama.’

Well, we can’t wait to see 

what she does next!

Paula had a tragic end 
as David’s wife, Kylie
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The EastEnders star is one of 
the favourites to feature in the 
Strictly line-up this autumn!

eastenders

is tameka 

hot to trot?

k
Im hubbard haS been Keen TO 

show the residents of albert 

Square what a master of the 

dancefloor she is by teaching 

salsa classes in the community hall.

now it seems that Tameka empson, 

who plays hip-swinging Kim, may not 

have had to do much acting for this 

particular storyline…

It turns out that Tameka is 

reportedly among the favourites 

to take part in the bbC’s Strictly 

Come Dancing when the dance 

contest returns to our screens 

at the end of summer.

We hope the reports are true 

as we reckon Tameka would be 

a great addition to the line-up.

She would follow in the dance 

steps of other Enders stars, 

including Kara Tointon (who played 

dawn Swann), matt di angelo (dean 

Wicks), Jake Wood (max branning)  

and Kellie bright (Linda Carter).

but she’ll have to be able to dance more 

than a saucy salsa to get a 10 from Len!

Kim has been teaching 
salsa… Is Tameka learning 
some new moves for Strictly?

Tameka as Kim, who 
thinks she’s got all 
the right moves!
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 Johnny & Jenny… 

The bobbin on Jenny Bradley’s sewing machine stops 
bobbing along this fortnight, when Johnny Connor gets 
her tangled up in his arms! What is supposed to be 
another after-hours sewing lesson for Jenny turns to 
passion and she drops her knickers – well, the ones she 
was stitching. Jenny’s had designs on her Underworld 
boss, Johnny, for a while now and there has been a 
pattern to her means of seduction. Jenny’s convinced 
Johnny that she’s a misunderstood woman, who deserves 
to be given a chance to make a better life for herself.  
But is she just stitching Johnny up? Or is her passion 
more than just a play to get what she can out of Johnny 
before she dumps him in the factory’s rejects bin?

Wednesday 20 July
Coronation Street (ITV) 
More Coronation Street on page 52

Check  
it out!

2 weeks in pictures

sew in love!

1 
Snooty Sally is far from 
impressed by Johnny’s 
desire to help Jenny...

2 
Johnny is a hands-on 
teacher… and Jenny 
really likes his approach! 
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➔

First with all the most stunning, shocking and sensational soap moments!

3 
Will getting tangled 
up with Jenny be the 
undoing of Johnny?
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28 More soap pictures at whatsontv.co.uk/photos

➔

h o l l y o a k s
2 weeks in pictures

Monday 25 July
Hollyoaks (C4) 

More Hollyoaks on page 54

Check  
it out!

adam’s 
Well, the reason Neeta Kaur is happy to be 
Adam Donovan’s interior designer seems 
obvious this fortnight… as he sweats over 
the creation of his new hair salon. In truth, 
though, Neeta is just being her usual, nice, 
helpful self… And if her view on the job is  
of Adam’s rippling muscles, well, she’s  
not going to complain. Anyway, she’s far 
too focused on her work to give Adam’s 
beautiful body more than a passing glance. 
But Neeta’s fiancé, Mac Nightingale, sees 
things very differently. He sees Neeta 
looking happy in Adam’s company and  
he doesn’t like that picture at all. Mac has 

already beaten up Adam’s brother, Jesse, 
because he didn’t like the way he was looking 
at Neeta. Will he wig out again and attack  
buff hairdresser Adam this time? Well, Mac 
appears to want to play nice, by offering Adam 
his help – but Jesse has a score to settle…

abs-solutely 
fabulous!

2 
Mac’s keeping a jealous 
eye on Neeta as she 
works with fit Adam…

1 
Mac doesn’t like the sight 
of Neeta enjoying the sight 
of Adam hard at work…
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2 weeks in pictures

3 
Neeta watches as Adam 
works up a sweat while 
working on his new salon!

4 
Mac seethes as Neeta just 
manages to maintain eye 
contact with Adam…
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More soap pictures at whatsontv.co.uk/photos

Ricky leaves... 

with BRax!

➔

Tuesday 26 July
Home and Away (Channel 5) 

More Home and Away on page 59

Check  
it out!

Ricky Sharpe married Nate Cooper, but 
her heart has always belonged to Darryl 
‘Brax’ Braxton and, this fortnight, Nate 
sadly accepts this truth. He knows his 
marriage is dead in the waters of 
Summer Bay and phones Brax, telling 
him Ricky is a free woman. Brax doesn’t 
need telling twice. He turns up, telling 
Ricky he’s now a free man but stayed 
away because he didn’t want to 
interfere in her marriage. But now 
that there is no Mr and Mrs Cooper, 
Brax wants Ricky and their son, 
Casey, to spend their lives with  
him. And, this time, it’s Ricky who 
doesn’t need to be asked twice. 
After some tearful goodbyes, 
Ricky and Brax pack up and drive 
away. Aaw, we love a happy ending!

➔

h o m e  a n d  a w a y
2 weeks in pictures

2 
Ricky straps son Casey 
in for their ride into the 
future with BraxÉ

3 
Happy Brax and Ricky take a 
last look at Summer Bay before 
starting out on their new lifeÉ

1 
Brax and Ricky are reunited in 
Summer Bay Ð and this time 
nothing keeps them apart!
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The look on Buster Briggs’ face is the  
look of a man who’s loving life – and that’s 
because he has some loving in his life this 
fortnight! Buster’s had a naughty night  
in a hotel with Kathy Sullivan and he’s 
enjoyed every second of it! Kathy has, 
too. She did try to resist Buster’s cheeky 
charm but, now that he’s got her naked 
and all to himself, she’s not saying ‘No’ 
any more… It’s ‘Oh, yes!’ – and Kathy 
wants more. She hasn’t woken up wanting 
to escape back to Albert Square – she 
wants to stay in the hotel room and enjoy 
Buster’s company. We say make the most 
of him while you can, Kath… because if his 
missus, Shirley Carter, finds out about 
this, she’ll use that towel to strangle him!

Kathy in 

Monday 18 July
EastEnders (BBC1) 

More EastEnders on page 53

Check  
it out!

➔

2 weeks in picturesE a s t E n d E r s

a flustEr 

ovEr BustEr!

2 
Want to do that again? 
Buster’s ready to lose the 
towel and jump back into bed!

1 
Buster has one question 
for Kathy after their night 
together in a hotel…
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72 Perennials 
Fill your beds and borders 

with this bargain collection 

of herbaceous perennials. 

Perennial plants bloom 

year after year, and 

many can also be cut and 

brought into the house 

for beautiful flower 

arrangements.

Height: Up to 1m (39”).

Spread: 45cm (18”).

Supplied as plug plants. 

Call: 0844 573 1686 Quote SLR2
Lines Open 9am-8pm (Mon-Fri) & 9am-6pm (Sat-Sun)

Online: Visit www.thompson-morgan.com/SLR2

By Post: Please fill in Coupon below 

HOW TO ORDER

Buy 6 of any variety 

for £5.99

Buy 72 (6 of each) for 

£19.99 (RRP £71.88) – 

*Saving £51.89

Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. All orders will be acknowledged by letter or email advising you of the expected dispatch date. Offer subject to availability. Your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, a 

company wholly independent of Soaplife, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. Closing date: 31st July 2016. Plants despatched from July 2016. *Savings shown are based on the equivalent of multiples of the cheapest pack size. Cardholders call 

direct on & 0844 573 1686 quoting SLR2. Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone provider’s access charge. 
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Soap Life published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd will collect your personal information to process your order and alert you of news, new products, services and offers available from Soaplife and from Time Inc. by email, phone and post. You can 

unsubscribe from emails by clicking unsubscribe from within the email. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted by phone or post [  ]. SLR2.

ORDER FORM TO: Soap Life Perennial Collection Offer, Dept SLR2, 

PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BX

Please send me the following Price Qty Total

6 of any variety (please name variety)
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£5.99

TCK59597 Perennial Collection x 72 (6 of each) £19.99

P&P £1.95
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DIANTHUS
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For only £19.99
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david & tracy  

hit trouble…
David Metcalfe wants to marry Tracy 
Shankley. She thinks he’s moving too 
fast, but he won’t give up and, this 
fortnight, she finds herself in a 
shopping-trolley race with him. But 
it’s less ‘jolly trolley dolly’ and more 
‘trolley dash crash’ when Tracy runs 
foul of Charity Dingle, after her 
trolley hits Belle Dingle and knocks 
her flying. As Belle rolls around on 
the ground in agony, Charity does 
some quick thinking and sees how 
Belle can use the accident to her 
advantage… Belle has lied that she’s 
pregnant, right? Well, now she can  
lie that getting knocked down has 
brought on a miscarriage. Tracy’s 
shocked by the turn of events, but 
what about poor David? He’s already 
got cancer… Would Charity and Belle 
let him have this on his mind, too?

Wednesday 20 July
Emmerdale (ITV) 

More Emmerdale on page 55

Check  
it out!

➔

2 weeks in picturese m m e r d a l e

2 
And a trolley runs right 
into Belle, giving Charity 
a very uncharitable idea!

1 
Pollard and David point out 
to Tracy that the trolley race 
is running away from her…
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GrievinG david
turns to the
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You’d need a heart of stone 

not to feel for poor David 

Platt. His world is in bits 

now he’s lost love-of-his-life 

and wife Kylie, but he’s 

got to try to keep it 

together for the sake  

of their children, Max  

and Lily. Just how is he 

coping? ‘It’s very up and down,’ David 

actor Jack P Shepherd tells Soaplife.  

‘At times, he can pretend he’s doing all 

right. But that’s just a façade and he  

has a lot of very bad moments, usually 

when he’s with the children. That’s when 

it all falls apart for him and he gets very 

emotional.’ But David’s also extremely 

vengeful – and he’s determined to make 

someone pay for Kylie’s death! 

Are David’s family worried about him?

They’re all walking on eggshells because 

they don’t know if he’s coping. They’re 

worried about him. He wants all Kylie’s 

possessions to be binned straight away 

because he says he wants to move on. 

The family feel it’s all too soon. 

Why is David so desperate to find 

someone to blame for Kylie dying?

It gives him something to focus on. He 

wants to blame somebody for taking her 

away and, now she’s not there to rein him 

in, he’s on the warpath. Everything was 

going great in his life and he wants 

someone to pay for what’s happened.

Are we seeing the return of the  

‘bad boy’ David of old?

That David’s never really gone away.  

We know he doesn’t respond well under 

pressure. In a situation like this, he’ll go 

on the warpath and I’m really looking 

forward to watching how it all plays  

out over the coming months. 

Can you talk us through the scene 

where he visits Kylie in the chapel of 

rest to see her for the last time?

Initially, they were going to shoot it 

without showing the body, but Paula 

Lane, who plays Kylie, said she was 

prepared to do it. So, now you see David 

talking to his dead wife and it made the 

scenes more emotional for me as David 

says goodbye to Kylie for the last time. 

How did you feel when you found  

out that Kylie would die?

I understand why they decided 

she had to die. If she’d have been 

left in prison or something else, 

then she would still be very much 

part of their lives in some way. 

With Kylie’s death, David has to 

move on in one way or another. 

Can you tell us what the  

future holds for David? 

For now, grief and a strong desire for 

revenge. But, in the long-term, it’ll be 

interesting to see what sort of person 

he’ll become. He’s a great father so  

that will be his focus for a while.

n By Alison James  P
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dark side!
How will heartbroken David cope  

following wife Kylie’s shocking death?  
Jack P ShePherd says he’ll want revenge…
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we talk to...
e m m e r d a l e ’ s  m o i r a

Moira’s 

dangerous 
liaison!Moira tries 

her best 

to save 

daughter 

holly… and 

ends up in 

big trouble! 

natalie  

J robb  

reveals all…
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It’s a good job Moira Barton is as 

strong as they come: because 

trying to run a farm, while being 

married to Cain Dingle and trying 

to get her daughter, Holly 

Barton, off drugs, is a pretty 

monumental task. It also comes 

at a price because there are 

disastrous consequences when Moira comes 

face-to-face with Holly’s dealer. ‘Moira’s furious,’ 

actress Natalie J Robb tells Soaplife. ‘She 

expects to find Holly there. She’s not, but 

something occurs that poses a risk to Moira’s 

health.’ Is Moira in too deep? 

Does Moira believe Holly can stay clean?

She knows she can do it, but only with support 

from her family. Holly, however, thinks she can 

do it on her own, but she can’t. 

What’s the plan of action?

Holly’s going to take methadone to get her off 

the heroin. She doesn’t react well to it and she 

starts to feel on edge, but that’s because the 

dosage isn’t right for her. 

Does Moira think the methadone is the 

answer for her daughter?

She’s taking it one day at a time. She’ll always 

worry that Holly’s going to relapse. As part of 

my research the first time round, I spoke to  

a mother who said you never stop worrying. 

When does Moira first suspect Holly might 

be using drugs again?

Holly mislays her phone and it’s given to Moira. 

She finds some missed calls from her dealer, 

Simon, saying he’ll do her a deal and she 

doesn’t have to pay up front. This rings alarm 

bells for Moira and she goes in search of Holly.

What happens when she and James go to 

Simon the drug dealer’s house? 

She goes around to find Holly, and pretty much 

kicks Simon’s door down! There are other 

addicts there and she has a fight as he insults 

Holly, who isn’t actually there. There’s a bit of  

a tussle and something bad happens…

Does she tell Holly what happened at Simon’s?

Blame can play a big part in an addict  

relapsing and Moira worries that telling Holly 

will make her use drugs again. Obviously, that’s 

the one thing that Moira is trying to avoid. She 

also thinks it’s better if Cain doesn’t know about 

the incident, either.

What advice would you give to Moira about 

dealing with Holly?

She needs to keep being the good mother that 

she is, stand by Holly and eventually she’ll come 

through it. Love will always rule.

What kind of feedback have you had from 

viewers about this plot?

It’s been really positive. It’s not always easy to 

watch, but it’s a really important issue. Drugs 

can really affect people’s lives. Holly was just  

a normal young girl who’s now struggling with 

an awful addiction. It’s a sad story. 

Will this affect her marriage to Cain? 

Yes. He won’t give Holly the same chance that 

Moira does because she’s not his daughter.  

He also has a low tolerance for addictions. 

That’s how he sees it and that was one of the 

conditions from the start. 

n By Sally Brockway  P
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Whitney Dean may have lost 

one family when stepmum 

Bianca Jackson and her fella, 

Terry Spraggan, plus the rest 

of the brood, left Walford 

for a new life in 2014. But 

she’s now an established 

part of the Carter clan 

after she and Lee Carter got engaged.  

And it looks like she’s about to start a 

family of her own, too, when she learns 

she’s pregnant with Lee’s baby. ‘She’s so 

excited about the news,’ Shona McGarty 

tells Soaplife. ‘She wants to give her baby  

the life she never had.’ Let’s hope Whitney’s 

usual bad luck doesn’t strike this time!

Does she miss Bianca and the family 

since they moved away?

Yeah, terribly! They speak to each other  

on the phone, though. They’re only in 

Milton Keynes, so it’s too not far.

Why hasn’t she told fiancé Lee the  

good news about the baby yet?

She’s worried Lee may not be ready, but 

that won’t change her mind. She’d still  

have the baby, regardless.

Their relationship has been through the 

mill. Will this be a concern for Whitney?

It was a concern a while ago when Lee kept 

drinking and he closed himself off from 

Whitney, so there’s always a little bit of  

fear that will come back.

Does she feel he’s come a long way since 

he opened up about his depression?

Yeah, definitely. There’s a lot more trust 

between the couple. 

Why does Linda suspect something is 

going on? Does she work out what it is?

She’s very hands-on, she’s very involved 

and she just gets it. Whitney does 

something for Lee and Linda clocks it.

Linda and Whitney have had a turbulent 

past, too. Is their relationship better now?

Yes. Linda just needed to hear from  

Whitney why she kissed Mick. Whitney’s 

damaged and Linda sees a little bit of 

herself in Whitney. When Linda finds out 

Whitney’s pregnant, she’s over the Moon!

we talk to...
e a s t e n d e r s ’  w h i t n e y

Q a&

for Whitney  & L
baby blues
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She tells Lauren about the baby news. 

Does she clock that Lauren is hiding 

something from her?

No! Whitney thinks Lauren is excited  

but also a little apprehensive because  

she’s worried that maybe Whitney  

isn’t ready for this. She also wonders if  

Whitney is sure Lee is the right guy for her.

How does Whitney break the news to  

Lee and what’s his reaction?

She drops hints and tries to get him to 

guess but he’s working on the fish stall and 

not listening… so she gets the hump! He 

doesn’t have time to react when he does 

find out because Linda and Mick hear 

everything and go straight in for a selfie!

When all the fuss has died down, what 

does Whitney make of Lee’s reaction?

She thinks he’s really pleased and he’s just  

a bit shocked, then they start buying baby 

books and things. It’s all happy families.

What would Whitney do if she found out 

about Lee’s one-night stand with Abi? 

I dread to think!

She had a moment of madness but this 

is more serious. Would she forgive him?

She’s quite forgiving and she always sees 

the good in people. But this is a big one. 

She’s pregnant and they’re engaged, so  

it’s not great timing… 

Do you think it would affect her 

relationship with Lauren?

Yes, it probably would affect their 

friendship as Abi is Lauren’s sister.  

I don’t think she’d trust Lauren as much.

Do you think Lee and Whitney are  

strong enough to survive this?

I hope so! All Whitney has ever wanted  

is a family. Linda’s sort of taken Whitney  

on as a daughter, so Whitney thinks she’d 

be stupid to let all that go.

What’s it like spending your days in  

The Vic with all the Carters?

I love it. It’s a brilliant place to be!  P
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Delighted Whitney tells Lee she’s pregnant. But will his betrayal 
y  & Lee?

or his mental health issues cause problems? 
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we talk to...
H o l l y o a k s ’  m a x i n e

Maxine 
framed for 

murder!

There’s major trouble 

brewing when Warren 

and Sienna join forces 

to set Maxine up for 

murder. Actress Nikki 

Sanderson reveals all…



Poor Maxine Blake doesn’t have

a chance when Warren Fox and 

Sienna Blake team up to frame

her for the murder of her husband, 

Patrick. It doesn’t help that she’s

in love with Warren, believing he’s 

a romantic chap called ‘Mike’, who 

can’t wait to marry her. ‘She’s full 

of love and happiness,’ actress Nikki Sanderson 

tells Soaplife. ‘She has no idea who Warren really  

is and, when she finds out, she’ll be furious.’

Will Maxine end up in prison? 

Why isn’t Maxine suspicious of Mike? 

Don’t forget that when she first came into the 

village, she and her sister, Mitzeee, hadn’t spoken 

for five years, so Maxine had never actually met 

Warren. She’d only heard about him from the 

stories that Mitzeee told her. Obviously, she knows 

that Warren is very dangerous, that he’s a killer, 

who tried to strangle her sister. 

Doesn’t she wonder why Mike keeps asking 

questions about Patrick? 

No. She thinks his concern is coming from a good 

place. She believes Mike can see something is 

burdening Maxine and he wants to help her.

What happens when Mike loses his temper with 

her after she damages something of his? 

She accidentally knocks over a wooden box at 

Mike’s flat and he angrily grabs her. It brings back 

memories of what happened with Patrick and she 

backs away immediately. She’s lived with domestic 

violence once and she isn’t prepared to do it again.

How does Mike explain away his nasty streak? 

He tells Maxine why the box means so much to him 

and she believes him.

He then sleeps with Sienna… How would Maxine 

react if she knew? 

She’d be heartbroken. She’d be upset that she’s 

been used and angry because it’s Sienna. She’s put 

herself on the line by getting engaged to Mike so 

quickly and she’d feel foolish. 

How does he get Maxine to tell him that 

Patrick’s body is concealed in the town wall? 

He chips away at her and keeps asking questions. 

She believes he’ll help her and make sure there’s no 

chance that Patrick’s body will ever be found. She 

thinks she has an ally and somebody she can trust.

What does Maxine think when she sees the 

police heading for the wall? 

In that split-second, she feels as though her life is 

over. She isn’t a very strong person, but she’ll fight 

tooth and nail for her freedom. She has to for the 

sake of her daughter, Minnie.

How important are Darren and Nancy Osborne 

to her at this difficult time? 

Maxine’s fortunate she has them. She loves Darren 

and Nancy, although it can be awkward at times 

because there’s history between her and Darren.

What’s it like working with Jamie Lomas, who 

plays Warren/Mike? 

He’s a really nice lad and we’re having a laugh. I 

wasn’t here when he was before, so we hadn’t met.

What do you think of this storyline? 

It’s great. The more drama and upset there is for 

Maxine, the better it is for me as an actress. She 

doesn’t have much luck, especially with men. She 

needs a Prince Charming, but I’m not sure she’s 

going to find one in Hollyoaks! 

■ By Sally Brockway

Q a&
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Tracy Shankley was a bit of a 

handful when she first rocked up  

in Emmerdale, but she’s mellowed 

over time and seems to be the 

ideal tonic for David Metcalfe as 

he undergoes cancer treatment. 

He’s so smitten, he proposes in 

The Woolpack, but Tracy soon 

wonders if marrying him is the 

right thing to do. ‘She’s really shocked as  

he does it out of the blue,’ Tracy actress 

Amy Walsh tells Soaplife. ‘She says “Yes”, 

but she fears it’s too soon for him to get 

married.’ Will they make it down the aisle? 

Why has Tracy decided to go to Ibiza?

She heard David talking to Priya Kotecha 

about her, then Jacob said she wasn’t good 

enough for him. She’s got the wrong end of 

the stick and thinks David’s gone off her. 

Is she in love with David?

She really loves him, or she’s certainly 

falling in love with him. They’ve had some 

good times together and she’s helped him 

come to terms with his cancer.

What happens when she’s on the way  

to the airport in Ross’ cab?

David’s voice comes over the radio. She tells 

him to get lost, but he explains she’s got it 

all wrong and he loves her. It dawns on her 

she can’t throw it all away, so she returns.

How does she take David’s proposal?

She’s caught off guard and says ‘Yes’, but 

she regrets it. She’s worried he’s only doing 

it because he’s afraid he’ll die soon. Also, 

he’s just got divorced from Alicia and he has 

a child with Priya. She isn’t sure he’s ready.

How does David react when Tracy tells 

him she’s had a change of heart?

He tells her he’s booked a slot at the church 

and he’s going to propose to her every day.

Will she say ‘Yes’ eventually?

Ultimately, she’ll realise he’s coming from 

the right place so she might not be able to 

resist. She knows David is a good catch. 

What sort of wedding do you think 

Tracy would want?

With Tracy, things could end up being a bit 

tacky. Her dress would certainly make a big 

impression and she might want to dress her 

bridesmaids in burnt orange or something 

so they don’t upstage her.

Do you think Tracy and David make a 

good couple?

I was a bit unsure at first as David’s been in 

the village for a long time and his character 

is very sensible, unlike Tracy. However, they 

really seem to work well together. 

n By Sally Brockway 

Q A&

E m m E r d a l E ’ s  t r a c y

we tAlk to...

trAcy sAys ‘yes’ when DAviD proposes – then she hAs  

seconD thoughts AnD sAys ‘no’! Amy wAlsh explAins… 

Tracy’s
 proposal
 dilemma! 
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Kate Connor finally sees the 

true colours of her fiancée, 

Caz Hammond – and they’re 

dark and ugly. She comes 

home to find an army welfare officer grilling 

Caz and it’s revealed that she’s awaiting  

a court martial for fighting with another 

soldier and has been lying to Kate all along. 

She hasn’t even injured her leg! ‘It’s the 

final straw for Kate. She feels very hurt and 

betrayed by Caz’s deception,’ says Faye 

Brookes, who plays heartbroken Kate. ‘She 

gave Caz another chance, remember, and 

she invested everything in the relationship, 

especially after everything that happened 

with Sophie Webster.’ Kate tells Caz their 

wedding’s off and they’re finished. So 

where does that leave Caz… and Sophie? 

Can Caz change Kate’s mind?

As far as Kate’s concerned, it’s definitely 

the end for them. Caz has lied to her before, 

so how can Kate ever trust her again? 

Maybe all this is a blessing in disguise for 

Kate. She wasn’t ready for marriage.

How does she feel when Maria Connor 

says Caz can stay with her?

First of all, I think she’s questioning Maria’s 

loyalty to the Connors. Why is Maria taking 

Caz’s side on this? Just when Kate thinks 

Caz is no longer an issue in her life, she 

finds out that she’s only down the street!

Are things going to get ugly for Kate 

after giving Caz her marching orders?

Oh, I reckon Caz is capable of anything! 

That’s what is slightly scary and puts Kate 

on edge. Caz is a very clever girl.

Where does this leave Kate and Sophie?

I’m hoping that Sophie and Kate will 

become better friends now. That’s what 

they were first and foremost, but Caz 

wasn’t happy about that and it affected 

Kate and Sophie’s relationship.

Do you think Kate and Sophie would 

make a good couple?

I reckon they would, but then I also love 

their friendship. Maybe it can be something 

that the viewers will see unfold in a ‘will-  

they-or-won’t-they?’ situation.

Kate’s wedding day keeps eluding her… 

Would you like for her to get married?

I would love that purely for the fact that it 

could go down in history as the first ever 

lesbian soap wedding! 

n By Alison James P
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When Kate discovers how badly Caz has deceived her, she sends 
her packing – but Caz doesn’t go far, as Faye Brookes reveals…

Kate tells  
Caz 

Kate tells  
Caz they’re

finished!
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celeblife

who    what
wise, funny or just plain silly, 

we eavesdrop on the celebs!

‘Danny always  
has his man boobs 
out. We have to  

tell him to put them 
away. He treats 
them like pets!’

Enders’ Kellie Bright has one 
small quibble with co-star  

Danny Dyer…

now &
then!

‘If you’re breathing 
the air on Albert 
Square, people  
are entranced  

and they want to 
know everything 

about it!’
Enders star Diane 

Parish understands  
why fans come up  
and chat to her…

‘It doesn’t feel  
like 20 years  
that I’ve been  
on the show…  
I only agreed  
to a three- 

episode part!’
Emmerdale’s Kelvin 
Fletcher proves he  
has staying power…

‘I’ve more pressing 
things to worry 
about than what  
I look like – such 
as motherhood!’
Gorgeous Corrie star 

and mum-of-two  
Samia Ghadie has her 

priorities right…

our round-up of former soap 
actors appearing on the 
small screen and beyond...

michelle Keegan Former Corrie
actress Michelle will star in a new 
three-part ITV drama, Tina and Bobby, 
which looks at the marriage and life  
of 1966 World Cup star Bobby Moore 

and his wife, Tina. 
Grantchester’s Lorne 
MacFadyen will play 
the late West Ham 
United and England 
football captain 
Bobby. Production is 
already under way. 

jessie wallace EastEnders
actress Jessie Wallace is going on 
tour – but not as Kat Moon!

She’s been signed up to play the 
corrupt Matron ‘Mama’ Morton  
in the award-winning American  
musical, Chicago, joining its UK tour  
in Nottingham on 15 August and 
finishing in Leeds on 26 November.

Jessie joins her former Enders
colleague John Partridge, who played 
Christian Clarke in Walford and stars 
as smooth-talking lawyer Billy Flynn 
in Chicago, plus former Coronation 
Street and Emmerdale actress Hayley 
Tamaddon, who plays the show’s lead 
character, Roxie Hart. 

For more details, please visit:  
www.chicagothemusical.com/uktour 

gary beadle Gary, who 
played the ill-fated Paul 
Trueman in EastEnders, will 
guest in the new eight-part 
series of hit BBC1 crime 
drama Death in Paradise, 
alongside series regulars 
Kris Marshall, Sally Bretton 
and Danny John-Jules.

 NOW  Gary’s currently filming 
his new role in the sixth series  
of BBC1’s Death in Paradise…

 NOW  Michelle plays Tina 
Moore (pictured with her late 
husband) in Tina and Bobby…

 NOW  Jessie gets a chance to 
sing as Matron ‘Mama’ Morton 
in the musical Chicago…

 tHeN  Gary as Enders’ Paul 
Trueman, here with Charlie 
Brooks as Janine Butcher…

 tHeN  Michelle as 
Corrie’s Tina, with 
Jack P Shepherd  
as David Platt…

 tHeN  Jessie  
as Kat with her 
Enders hubby, 
Alfie, played by 
Shane Richie…

SAID
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What are you working on 
currently, Lisa?
I’m really excited because 
I’m going to be dancing with 
the delicious Robin Windsor 
again in a fabulous, brand-new 
dance show called Keep Dancing. 
It celebrates the world of Latin 
and ballroom dancing. Robin was 
my partner when I did Strictly 
Come Dancing in 2012, of course, 
and I love it when he and I get to 
make ‘camp magic’ together! 

When does the show open?
The end of August, so you’ve  
got plenty of time to get your 
tickets! The best thing to do  
is to go to the show’s website  
www.keepdancingshow.com
for further details and dates. 

We have to say you’re looking 
fab-u-lous, darling!
Aw, thank you! I’m feeling the 
best I’ve felt in my whole life 
right now. I’m so proud of what 
I’ve achieved.

You’ve lost seven stone. How? 
I’ve made a whole lifestyle 
change: I now eat much smaller 
portions, I haven’t had an 
alcoholic drink in almost a year 
and I regularly do Zumba and 
yoga. I would also like to say 
again that I haven’t had a gastric 
band op! If one more person asks 
me about a gastric band then,  
I swear, I’ll be tempted to cut 
myself open and show people 
there’s nothing there. 

You always seemed so happy 
being a larger lady!
I was happy but I needed to 
change for health reasons, apart 
from anything else. The turning 
point came when my dad was in 
hospital with suspected prostate 
cancer. Fortunately, he was fine 
but so many of the other men  
on his ward had type 2 diabetes.  
I had a light bulb moment and 
realised that I didn’t want that to 
be me. The fear factor kicked in. 

Former Emmerdale
star Lisa Riley 
is back on the 
dancefloor for her 
latest project!

factor
the ex

We grab a soap star for  

a quick chat...

Aiming high: Lisa will dance 
again with Robin in new 
stage show Keep Dancing

Wedding in the Dales: Lisa 
as Mandy in Emmerdale, 
who married Paddy Kirk

Lean Lisa: The star has 
lost seven stone since 
changing her old habits
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s

I love playing 

flawed women!broken and

former emmerdale star roxanne Pallett reveals 

ince leaving emmerdale an 

unbelievable seven years ago, 

roxanne Pallett has carved out 

quite a niche for herself playing 

girls as naughty as her Jo 

Sugden character in the soap. 

roxy has just opened in the  

play Some Girl(s) at the Park Theatre  

in london, where she’s playing wild 

chick Tyler, who, according to roxy,  

is a bit of a sexual predator. ‘i love 

playing extreme women like Tyler,  

who uses her sexuality as a weapon!’ 

roxy tells Soaplife, as we chat during  

a break between performances. ‘The 

more broken, dangerous and flawed 

they are, the better. i find it quite 

therapeutic, although my poor mum 

can’t get her head around it. She says 

she’s had 10 years of seeing me 

screaming, crying or fighting on stage 

and screen, and she can’t wait for me  

to do some comedy. She’s delighted i’m 

going to be in the musical The Wedding 

Singer next year. it’ll be a bit of light 

relief for her!’ and for roxy, too!

You’ve also become the ‘go-to’ actress  
for a new generation of Brit horror  
flicks, haven’t you?
i’m very happy to say i have. i’ve done 

Devil’s Tower, The Violaters and Wrong 

Turn 6: Last Resort and filming recently 

finished on my latest movie, Habit. 

What’s that about?
it’s an art-house-type, david lynch-style 

drama-cum-thriller about the dark 

underbelly of life in manchester. Being  

a northern girl who loves my region  

and lives in manchester, there was no 

way i was going to pass on it. it’ll be 

she’s now become a ‘horror heroIne’  of brIt flIcks 

– and how she always follows her mum’s advIce!
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released next spring and also stars  

Will Ash, who is well known for his roles 

in Waterloo Road and Shameless. 

Do you enjoy being a ‘horror heroine’?
The horror fans have really embraced 

me and that’s so nice – horror fans are 

such a specific genre and they’re so loyal 

and passionate. So, yeah, it’s great. But 

I’m also fortunate enough to be doing 

drama, comedy and musicals, too. As an 

actor, you dream of every project being 

different - not just for yourself but for 

the audience, too. To get to do a horror 

film then a straight play and then a 

1980s musical… You couldn’t get more 

varied and I’m so thrilled and excited. 

How do you cope when you’re not so busy?
The downtimes are very hard. I had a 

year out of work and that was brutal. 

Nobody talks about it much and they 

should because it can be soul-destroying 

waiting for that phone to ring. It happens 

to nearly all actors at times in their 

career. It’s not just needing to work for 

money. There’s a real thirst to perform.  

I always make sure I appreciate the jobs  

I get because I know there are other 

actors out there who are going through 

a bad time. When you’re not working, 

you have to be positive – fortunately  

I’m like that anyway. 

Last time we spoke to you, you were 
single. Is this still the case?
I’m single at the moment. I’m going  

on dates, which is nice, but I’m living  

a Carrie Bradshaw kind of life.  

That suits me fine at the moment.  

I have a history of rushing into 

relationships far too quickly.  

Now I’m in my thirties, I’ve realised 

that you don’t need to do that.  

My mum always says to me that I 

should get to know a guy and meet 

his friends before I decide whether 

I want to be with him and he 

deserves the title of ‘boyfriend’.  

I’m following her advice!

Do you still get recognised for 
playing Jo in Emmerdale?
Even after seven years, I do still get 

recognised for Jo. I love that and  

I see it as a real compliment. It’s 

wonderful that she made such  

an impression. I never get tired  

of being recognised as her. 

Would you ever go back to the Dales?
I was approached about two years 

ago, but I was in the middle of 

filming a movie – it’s always the 

way, isn’t it? Hopefully, we’ll talk 

again at some point but it will have 

to be right for Emmerdale and right 

for me. If Jo does return, however, 

it’ll have to be with a bang!    

n  For more details on Some Girl(s),  
please visit www.parktheatre. 
co.uk/whats-on/some-girls
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t h e  s o a p l i f e  i n t e r v i e w

‘I’m lIvIng a CarrIe Bradshaw 

lIfe and that suIts me fIne!’

Play for today: Roxy currently stars 
as Tyler (second right) in Some Girl(s)

Stage show: Roxy played Janet in 
The Rocky Horror Show in 2013

Fun on the farm: As 
Emmerdale’s Jo Sugden, 
alongside Kelvin Fletcher 

Seeing red: Roxy stars as 
Alex in latest film Habit

At the races: Roxy (right), 
and friends Jorgie Porter 
and Michelle Heaton (centre) 
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Saturday 16 July to Friday 29 July 2016

2weeks revealed
Your daY-bY-daY preview to everY soap plus must-see tv in the next 2 weeks!

Corrie EastEnders  Hollyoaks Emmerdale Neighbours Home and Away 

52 53 54 55 57 59

snootY sallY’s shindig 

goes to the dogs!
Social climber Sally Metcalfe aims to get one 
rung higher on the ladder this fortnight, when 
Martin, the Mayor of Weatherfield, says he will 
be attending her latest little soirée and will bring 
his partner, Terence. What he fails to mention is 
that he will also be bringing his lively dog. Enter 
bitter neighbour, Yasmeen, who leaves Sally’s 
front door open. The hound bolts and the  
party guests are left searching for the pooch, 
wrecking Sally’s attempt at an elegant social 
evening – with a centrepiece croquembouche to 
boot. Who’ll end up in the doghouse as a result?  

Friday 22 July
Coronation Street (ITV) 
More Coronation Street on page 52

Check  
it out!

Tim doesn’t lose his rag – but  
Sally does at her party! Will she 
get her just desserts, though?

fridaY

22



What next?
l ?????
l ?????
l ?????
ghghggh
ghghhg

Week 1

52

Coronation Street itv

Soaplife

l Will the killer truth about Kylie be 
revealed at her funeral? 
l Is Beth hiding a dark secret?
l Who returns to the Street, and will 
they rekindle a broken relationship?

What next?

Check out the daily soap guide at whatsontv.co.uk
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2weeks revealed

Death! News of Kylie’s shock death travels 
fast and her grief-stricken husband, David, 
starts looking for somebody to blame… 

Steph twigs that Leanne’s pregnant and 
Leanne opens up about her situation, but 
she refuses to reveal the identity of the dad. 

Caz moves in with Maria… then she’s 
angry to see Kate and Sophie out together.

Jenny tries to impress at the factory. 

Support! A still fragile Sarah wants to 
leave hospital to support brother David 
through his grief, but Bethany manages  
to convince her mum to stay put.

Simon’s stunned when Leanne finally 
plucks up the courage to tell him the truth. 

Steve fears he’s lost his wedding ring… 
Yasmeen brands Sally a thief!

Baby! Leanne meets a mystery 
man and tells him she’s expecting 
his baby… and she plans to keep it! 

Gail urges David to make funeral plans. 
Sally and Yasmeen bond at a party 

involving the mayor and his missing dog! 
Jenny’s upset that Johnny’s a no-show. 
Erica’s stunned by Dev’s revelation!

Cancer! A worried Simon discovers that 
Leanne has a doctor’s appointment… and 
he leaps to the conclusion she has cancer! 

David visits Kylie in the chapel of rest, 
while Gail and Bethany break the news of 
her death to Sarah in hospital… 

There’s passion for Johnny and Jenny 
when they hook up at the factory. 

Yasmeen fears a gift has been stolen!

Hospital! Leanne has stomach 
pains and Michelle helps her get to 
hospital. Her baby’s fine, but it prompts 
Michelle to tell Steve she wants a baby, too! 

Jenny takes control and lays down some 
rules for her relationship with Johnny. 

Caz causes chaos for Maria and Luke. 
Audrey and Gail worry about David…

Decision! Steve’s in a major dilemma 
over Michelle’s baby-making request, but 
he eventually reaches a decision. 

Jenny starts to wangle her way into 
Johnny’s good books at the factory. 

Eva arrives home and she’s stunned to 
learn that Leanne is expecting a baby! 

Billy’s spooked by David’s icy calm.

Soaplife

Mon
18
July

Wed
20
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July

Week 2
Mon
25
July

Wed
27
July 

Dev Alahan  ............. Jimmi Harkishin

Ken Barlow  ............... William Roache

Tracy Barlow  ....................... Kate Ford

Jenny Bradley   Sally Ann Matthews

Luke Britton  ....................  Dean Fagan

Steph Britton  .................  Tisha Merry

Chesney Brown  ................  Sam Aston

Aidan Connor ...............  Shayne Ward

Johnny Connor  ......  Richard Hawley

Kate Connor  ................  Faye Brookes

Maria Connor  ..............  Samia Ghadie

Tyrone Dobbs  ................. Alan Halsall

Eileen Grimshaw  ........... Sue Cleaver

Todd Grimshaw  ........  Bruno Langley

Caz Hammond  ................  Rhea Bailey

Liz McDonald  ........ Beverley Callard

Steve McDonald  ......  Simon Gregson

Michelle McDonald  ........  Kym Marsh

Cathy Matthews .............  Melanie Hill

Billy Mayhew  ...  Daniel Brocklebank

Sally Metcalfe ............. Sally Dynevor

Tim Metcalfe  ................... Joe Duttine

Alya Nazir  ............................  Sair Khan

Sharif Nazir  ..................... Marc Anwar

Zeedan Nazir  ..............  Qasim Akhtar

Bethany Platt  .................. Lucy Fallon

David Platt  ............. Jack P Shepherd

Sarah Platt  ..................... Tina O’Brien

Robert Preston  .....  Tristan Gemmill

Audrey Roberts  ............ Sue Nicholls

Gail Rodwell  ................... Helen Worth

Michael Rodwell  .............. Les Dennis

Fiz Stape  .................  Jenne McAlpine

Beth Sutherland  ............ Lisa George

Kirk Sutherland  ......  Andy Whyment

Leanne Tilsley  .............. Jane Danson

Nick Tilsley  ..........................  Ben Price

Sinead Tinker  ...........  Katie McGlynn

Sean Tully  .................. Antony Cotton

Kevin Webster  .........  Michael Le Vell

Sophie Webster  .....  Brooke Vincent

Anna Windass  ................ Debbie Rush

Gary Windass  ................. Mikey North

Gemma Winter  .. Dolly-Rose Campbell

Coronation Street cast

must

see

must

see

Romance! A furtive chat between Billy 
and Todd sees their secret romance busted! 
But will Billy’s heartbroken ex, Sean, find 
out why he ended up alone?  

Sarah realises she’s needed at home to 
support David and she makes a decision! 

Michelle has a surprise for Steve… 
Rana tries to apologise to Zeedan. 

Fri
29
July

Party poochers: Sally and Tim greet 
the mayor and partner with their dog

Stood up: Jenny doesn’t let Kevin 
see she’s hurt by Johnny’s no-show

Baby secret: Leanne’s nausea 
gives the game away to Steph

Alarm bells ring: Can Michelle tell 
Steve where his wedding band is?

FrIdaY

22

FrIdaY

22

mONdaY

18

tHursdaY

21



Soaplife on sale Tuesday 26 July

EastEnders cast
Masood Ahmed  ......... Nitin Ganatra

Ian Beale  ................  Adam Woodyatt

Jane Beale  ....................  Laurie Brett

Steven Beale  .............. Aaron Sidwell

Abi Branning  .......  Lorna Fitzgerald

Lauren Branning Jacqueline Jossa

Johnny Carter  ...................  Ted Reilly

Linda Carter  ................. Kellie Bright

Lee Carter  ...  Danny-Boy Hatchard

Mick Carter  .....................  Danny Dyer

Nancy Carter  .................... Maddy Hill

Tina Carter  .. Luisa Bradshaw-White

Les Coker  ...................... Roger Sloman

Pam Coker  ......................... Lyn Blakley

Paul Coker  ......................  Jonny Labey

Whitney Dean  ........  Shona McGarty

Martin Fowler  .................. James Bye

Rebecca Fowler  ... Jasmine Armfield

Sonia Fowler  .......... Natalie Cassidy

Stacey Fowler  ............. Lacey Turner

Denise Fox  .................... Diane Parish

Kim Fox  ................... Tameka Empson

Vincent Hubbard  ....................................  

 .............................  Richard Blackwood

Carmel Kazemi  ...  Bonnie Langford

Kush Kazemi  .......  Davoud Ghadami

Shakil Kazemi   Shaheen Jafargholi

Ben Mitchell  .....................  Harry Reid

Billy Mitchell  ............  Perry Fenwick

Honey Mitchell  ..........  Emma Barton

Jay Mitchell  ......... Jamie Borthwick

Louise Mitchell .............  Tilly Keeper

Phil Mitchell  .........  Steve McFadden

Ronnie Mitchell  .  Samantha Womack

Roxy Mitchell  ....................... Rita Simons

Sharon Mitchell  ........... Letitia Dean

Kyle Slater  .................................................  

 ........................ Riley Carter Millington

Kathy Sullivan  ........  Gillian Taylforth

Donna Yates  ............. Lisa Hammond

EastEnders BBC1

What next?
l Will one couple recover from a 
revelation or is it all over for them?
l How much longer will Andy stay 
around and what does he have planned?
l Did Lee’s chat with Mick help him?

Week 1

Soaplife

Tragedy! Tragedy strikes for the Beale 
and the Mitchell families when they hear 
Ben’s in hospital with critical injuries. Ian and 
Phil race to the hospital and, once there, 
they’re met with the news Ben is dead! 

Kathy enjoys some passion with Buster!
Whitney tries – and fails – to tell Lee  

she’s pregnant, but a suspicious Linda 
quickly uncovers her secret. Will she let on?

Pam has some shock news for Les. 
Belinda’s determined to open her salon. 

Baby! Mick realises that Linda is hiding 
something and it doesn’t take her long to 
reveal the news. Whitney, meanwhile, is 
desperate to tell fiancé Lee before anyone 
else and she throws a romantic meal, then 
reveals all to her bemused fella. Before he 
can even react, though, Mick and Linda 
interrupt and celebrate! 

The Mitchell family is thrown into 
turmoil... Has something else happened?

Shattered! It’s a hugely testing 
and traumatic time for all of the 
residents of Albert Square in the 
wake of recent dramatic events. But 
the members of one family in particular are 
totally devastated and their fragile world is 
shattered into a thousand tiny pieces. 

Will they ever manage to come to terms 
with the devastation that has hit them and 
will more heartbreak follow? 

Doubts! A happy Lee arranges a doctor’s 
appointment for Whitney to officially 
confirm their baby news, and he tells his 
family they want to keep the news quiet 
for a while. Lee’s upbeat mood quickly 
changes, however, when Lauren warns him 
she knows what happened with Abi, then 
another chat puts doubts into Lee’s head... 

Wannabe mum Donna has some shock 
news for sister-in-law Kim... But what? 

Frustrated! Andy receives some 
frustrating news scuppering his plans.

Kush reaches out to Denise... Will he 
get the response he hopes for? 

Tension! Tensions increase for the 
Mitchell family... Will there be an eruption? 

Mick and Lee have a heart-to-heart chat... 
But what’s it about?

Truth! One local learns the truth behind 
recent events… How will they react? 

Billy gets an unexpected shock... 
Lee seeks advice from Martin. 

Stunned! The stunned residents 
of Albert Square continue to reel 
from the traumatic events of last week. 

Louise steps up to help her family...

Week 2

53

Mon
18
July

Tue
19
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July

Mon
25
July

Tue
26
July

Thu
28
July

Fri
29
July
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must

see

must

see

2weeks revealed

Party time: The Carters celebrate 
Whitney and Lee’s baby news

Bad news: Phil and Ian arrive at 
the hospital to hear Ben has died

Heartbroken: Kathy is comforted by 
Shirley over the news about son Ben

Announcement: Donna 
makes a revelation to Kim

Friday

22

monday

18

monday

18

Friday

22



Co-parent! Grace asks Esther to move  
in with her and co-parent baby Curtis.

Lisa sets Zack and Holly up when she 
entices them up on to the school roof,  
where the pair share drinks and then a kiss...

The day’s events result in Kim collapsing...

Hospital! Kim is unresponsive in 
hospital... Will she respond to Celine? 

Simone and Louis are pleased when 
Lisa arrives for a family dinner... until 
Jesse turns up and ruins the moment.

Jade’s bullying torment continues.

Naked! Simone’s incensed when Lisa and 
Jesse parade around her home half-naked...

Peri’s plan to drive a wedge between Jade 
and Alfie continues when she gives Jade a 
‘makeover’, but that’s not all she has in mind...

Cleo gives Nathan an ultimatum over Holly.

Physical! Maxine fights her physical 
urges for ‘Mike’, while James demands 
Warren gives him money he’s owed.

Jack’s overheard on the phone pleading 
with someone to leave his family alone.

Alfie and Jade put on a united front.

Horror! Maxine flees in horror 
when Warren reacts angrily to her 
accidentally damaging a trinket 
box of his... Just what’s inside it?

Peri gains herself a new enemy.
Alfie decides to make a bold statement.

Stay! Sienna urges Warren to stay in the 
village so he can wreak revenge on Mitzeee 
by having Maxine jailed for Patrick’s death.

A camping trip for Peri ends in terror.
Neeta helps Jesse and Adam… 

Details! The police arrive shortly 
after Warren pushes Maxine for 
details surrounding Patrick... 

Peri gets seriously injured.
Marnie uses Neeta to upset Mac.

Missing! Unaware that she’s fighting for 
her life, Cameron realises that Peri is 
missing and searches for his daughter.

Jack is given unwelcome news.
Marnie continues to toy with Neeta. 

Search! Cameron heads up a search party  
in the hope of locating Peri... Will they 
manage to get to the injured teen in time?

Alfie worries about his scan results.
Jack dismisses an offer of help.

Actions! Nancy worries Darren’s kind 
actions will have bad repercussions.

Marnie’s manipulating sees Mac grow 
insecure over his and Neeta’s age gap.

Warren issues a chilling warning.

What next?
l ?????
l ?????
l ?????
ghghggh
ghghhg

Week 1

Week 2

Mon
18
July

Wed
20
July

Tue
19
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July 

Mon
25
July

Tue
26
July

Wed
27
July

Thu
28
July

Fri
29
July
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Hollyoaks C4

Soaplife

l The Donovans get ready to open 
their new salon. Will all go to plan?
l Freddie and Joe get bad news… 
l It’s time for Kim and Esther’s 
wedding but will it be their dream day?

What next?

Check out the daily soap guide at whatsontv.co.uk
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Grace Black  ...................  Tamara Wall

Maxine Blake ........  Nikki Sanderson

Nico Blake  .................................................  

 ..........  Persephone Swales-Dawson 

Sienna Bradley  ............  Anna Passey

Ben Bradley .................. Ben Richards 

Kim Butterfield  .. Daisy Wood-Davis

Holly Cunningham  .................................  

 .................................  Amanda Clapham

Adam Donovan  ...........  Jimmy Essex

Liam Donovan  ........... Maxim Baldry

Jesse Donovan  ..............  Luke Jerdy

Ste Hay  ..............  Kieron Richardson

Tony Hutchinson  ........  Nick Pickard

Tegan Lomax  ...............  Jessica Ellis

Celine McQueen  ........  Sarah George

Cleo McQueen  ..... Nadine Mulkerrin

John Paul McQueen ... James Sutton

Mercedes McQueen  ...............................   

 ...............................  Jennifer Metcalfe

Myra McQueen  ..  Nicole Barber-Lane

Alfie Nightingale  ....  Richard Linnell

James Nightingale  .. Gregory Finnegan

Mac Nightingale  ..........  David Easter

Nathan Nightingale  ..  Jared Garfield

Diane O’Connor  .........  Alex Fletcher

Darren Osborne  ......................................  

 .......................  Ashley Taylor Dawson

Nancy Osborne  ...................... Jessica Fox

Freddie Roscoe  ..... Charlie Clapham

Joe Roscoe  .............  Ayden Callaghan

Leela Roscoe  ..  Kirsty Leigh-Porter

Cindy Savage ...............  Steph Waring

Harry Thompson  .  Daniel Seymour

Hollyoaks cast

2weeks revealed

must

see

must

see

Floored: Esther finds Kim 
collapsed with a mystery illness

New look: Jade gets a makeover 
– but what does Alfie think?

Danger zone: Peri’s 
heading for trouble

Heating up: Adam’s hunky 
body impresses Neeta!

monday

18

wednesday

20

tuesday

26

monday

25
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Emmerdale cast
Emma Barton  ............... Gillian Kearney

Finn Barton  ..................................... Joe Gill

James Barton  ............................. Bill Ward

Pete Barton  ............... Anthony Quinlan

Ross Barton  ........................ Michael Parr

Rodney Blackstock  ...  Patrick Mower

Aaron Dingle  ................  Danny Miller

Belle Dingle  ... Eden Taylor-Draper

Cain Dingle  ...................  Jeff Hordley

Charity Dingle  ............  Emma Atkins

Chas Dingle  ............ Lucy Pargeter

Lisa Dingle  ............................ Jane Cox

Marlon Dingle  ......... Mark Charnock

Moira Dingle  ............. Natalie J Robb

Sam Dingle  ...............  James Hooton

Zak Dingle  ................  Steve Halliwell

Leyla Harding  .............. Roxy Shahidi

Bob Hope  .........  Antony Audenshaw

Jimmy King  .......................  Nick Miles

Rhona Kirk  .........................  Zoe Henry

Megan Macey  ...............  Gaynor Faye

David Metcalfe ..  Matthew Wolfenden

Eric Pollard  .................  Chris Chittell

Jai Sharma  ...................  Chris Bisson

Priya Sharma  .................. Fiona Wade

Dan Spencer .........................  Liam Fox

Kerry Spencer  ...........  Laura Norton

Andy Sugden  .........  Kelvin Fletcher

Diane Sugden  ..  Elizabeth Estensen

Robert Sugden  ............ Ryan Hawley

Ashley Thomas  ..... John Middleton

Laurel Thomas  .... Charlotte Bellamy

Vanessa Woodfield  ................................  

 ............................... Michelle Hardwick

Bernice White  ........ Samantha Giles

Chrissie White  .....  Louise Marwood

Lawrence White  .............. John Bowe

Joanie Wright  .............. Denise Black

Emmerdale ITV

Soaplife

Reconsider! Belle reconsiders 
her plan to fake a miscarriage… 

Tracy admits she only accepted 
David’s proposal due to his cancer, 
and the couple get ‘disengaged’.

Lawrence hits Lachlan when they row.

Fake! Tracy accidentally knocks Belle over 
with a shopping trolley… Will Belle seize the 
chance to revert to her fake miscarriage plot?

David tells Tracy he’s booked their 
wedding, just in case she changes her mind.

Holly’s methadone use worries Adam. 

Horrified! After a nasty confrontation 
with drug dealer Simon, Moira’s horrified 
when Holly gives up on methadone.

Rakesh hopes to win big at poker. 
Lisa and Belle are shocked to hear Zak 

and Joanie reveal they’re getting married.

Poker! Rakesh ups the stakes playing 
poker with Pierce… Will the gamble pay off?

An embittered Lawrence barges into the 
salon and tells Bernice he’s evicting her…

Aaron discovers Andy made a deal with 
Ross over the shooting and tells Chrissie.

Caught? Andy drowns his sorrows with 
Bernice, and one thing soon leads to 
another… Will Chrissie catch them?

Gabby rebuffs a kiss from Lachlan.
Rhona asks Marlon if he fancies Carly.

Shot! Troubled Lachlan shoots 
Lawrence… Has he killed him?

Aware that he bedded Bernice, 
Chrissie spurns Andy’s concern.

Marlon and Carly sleep together…

Fallout! The fallout following Lawrence’s 
shooting sees Chrissie take decisive action.

Marlon and Carly have second thoughts 
after spending the night together.

A mixed-up Gabby steals from Pearl.

Investigation! The police continue their 
investigation into Lawrence’s shooting.

Carly puts the brakes on her and Marlon’s 
fledgling romance… Is it what she wants?

Gabby’s delinquent behaviour continues.

Trouble! Gabby’s actions sees things 
take a turn for the worse...

Chrissie shows her true colours! 
Moira gets tough with Holly’s dealer, 

Simon… Has she done the right thing?

What next?
l Zac and Joanie look forward to their 
wedding… But will it go ahead?
l Is it on or off for Marlon and Carly?
l Who takes delight in the downfall of 
someone close to them?

Week 1

Week 2

Mon
18
July

Wed
20
July

Tue
19
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July

Mon
25
July

Tue
26
July

Wed
27
July

Thu
28
July

Fri
29
July

must

see

must

see

Proposal! Panicking at the thought of her 
leaving, David tells Tracy that he loves her, 
then proposes – and she accepts.

Robert pays Ryan off as he frees him, but 
their exchange has been witnessed…

Lachlan tries to get through to Lawrence.

2weeks revealed

FrIdaY

22

tHursdaY

21

tHursdaY

21

tHursdaY

21

Wedding shock: Zak and Joanie name 
the day in front of Belle and Lisa…

Bad news: Jai looks on as Holly tells 
Moira she’s giving up methadone…

Out for revenge: Andy’s furious when 
Lawrence evicts Bernice from the salon

Big gamble: Rakesh goes behind 
Priya’s back for a game of poker
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Sarah Beaumont  ....  Nicola Charles

Aaron Brennan  .............  Matt Wilson

Mark Brennan  ....... Scott McGregor

Tyler Brennan  ..............  Travis Burns

Gary Canning  .... Damien Richardson

Kyle Canning  .............. Chris Milligan

Xanthe Canning  ..  Lilly Van der Meer

Elly Conway  ...................... Jodi Anasta

Lucas Fitzgerald  .......... Scott Major

Karl Kennedy  ............. Alan Fletcher

Susan Kennedy  .. Jackie Woodburne

Sonya Rebecchi  ...............  Eve Morey

Toadie Rebecchi  ......  Ryan Moloney

Madison Robinson  ........ Sarah Ellen

Lucy Robinson  .............  Melissa Bell

Paul Robinson  ..........  Stefan Dennis

Steph Scully  .................  Carla Bonner

Paige Smith  .........  Olympia Valance

Lauren Turner  ............. Kate Kendall

Brad Willis  ......................  Kip Gamblin

Piper Willis  ...........  Mavournee Hazel

Terese Willis ... Rebekah Elmaloglou

Neighbours cast
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Neighbours Channel 5

Soaplife

Berserk! Piper goes berserk when she 
spies Tyler flirting with another woman at 
the school dance, leading him to dump her.

Piper learns her love rival is in fact Susan’s 
niece, Elly – her new English teacher!

Xanthe and Ben share a kiss at the formal.

Difficult! Teacher Elly makes life difficult 
for Piper and twists the knife over Tyler.

Xanthe duly dumps Ben when she learns 
Gary paid him to take her to the formal.

Charlie witnesses the scene when Belinda 
misreads Steph’s signals and kisses her. 

Heart! Steph tells Brennan 
about the kiss with Belinda and 
assures him that her heart lies 
with him… Does she mean it?

Elly sets her sights on Brennan.
Nell’s hurt by a cyclist hit-and-run.

Dead! Jack wrestles with choosing Paige  
or the Church and is further thrown when 
he finds his mentor, Father Vincent, dead.

Brennan traces Clive West, the man 
responsible for hurting Nell – a fervent 
activist and fierce opponent of Sonya’s.

Priest! Paige is left heartbroken when  
Jack chooses the priesthood over her. 

Paul inadvertently passes information 
about Amy’s secret past to the local press.

Tim tells Aaron he’s leaving for Dubai and 
accidentally lets slip Lassiter’s is up for sale.

Press! Paul attempts to stop the story of 
Amy’s past going to press... then he learns 
Tim Collins owns the newspaper.

Paige struggles to move on from Jack.
Lonely hearts Paige and Tyler have sex! 

Confession! Paige confesses to 
Piper she and Tyler slept together.

Lucy Robinson arrives in town  
to help Paul buy back Lassiter’s.

Jimmy learns of his mum’s racy past.

Hotel! Aware she’ll be out of a job if Paul 
buys Lassiter’s, Terese decides to try to 
raise funds so she can buy the hotel herself.

Steph discovers Elly is after Brennan.
Piper finds herself left out in the cold.

Love! Elly’s flirty antics prompt Steph and 
Brennan to declare their love for each other.

Ben hopes to make up with Xanthe, but he 
catches her flirting with fellow pupil Cooper.

Sonya receives a mysterious death threat.

Vendetta! Brennan interviews Clive 
West over the vendetta against Sonya.

Paige gets knocked out when she takes 
Jack’s place sparring against Dustin.

Sonya and Susan argue over politics.

What next?
l Who learns they’re pregnant… then  
gets bitten by a venomous snake?
l Amy puts herself in danger…
l Will Terese mount a serious challenge 
to Paul in the race to buy Lassiter’s?

Week 1

Week 2

Mon
18
July

Wed
20
July

Tue
19
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July

Mon
25
July

Tue
26
July

Wed
27
July

Thu
28
July

Fri
29
July

must

see

must

see

2weeks revealed

Embarrassing! At the Kennedy house, 
Piper realises Elly (inset) is Susan’s niece

Last dance: Ben kisses Xanthe 
at the end of the school formal

KO blow! Paige is knocked out by 
Dustin when she spars with him…

Caught in mid-kiss: Charlie walks  
in on Belinda and his mum, Steph

Back in action: Gary looks on 
as Lucy shows up to help Paul

tuesdaY

26

mondaY

18

FrIdaY

29

mondaY

18

tuesdaY

19
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Home and Away Channel 5

Soaplife

Crisis! Ricky persuades Nate to attend 
marriage counselling, but a crisis at the 
hosptial sees their plans in ruins.

Maddy decides to leave the Bay and Matt 
makes a snap decision to go with her. 

Tori struggles to deal with a past trauma. 

Goodbye! Maddy says goodbye to her 
friends, then leaves the Bay without Matt 
after hearing about his reservations. 

Phoebe worries when Dom’s wife arrives. 
Roo turns to drugs to escape her pain. 
Ricky and Nate’s marriage struggles on.

Secret! Pregnant Billie takes drastic steps 
to doctor her medical records and ensure 
her rape secret stays well and truly hidden. 

Alf’s concerned when he suspects Roo’s 
turning to medication to numb her pain. 

Phoebe wants some answers from Dom! 

Runaways! Teen lovers Skye and Tank 
decide they’ve had enough of John and 
Greg’s interference and run away! 

Leah invites Billie to move in, but Zac 
quickly makes her withdraw the offer. 

Olivia and Hunter get passionate! 

Murder! Sergeant McCarthy 
announces the investigation into 
Charlotte King’s murder will be 
reopened… and Kat knows who did it! 

Nate tries to drink away his marital woes.
Chris supports a dejected John…

Shock! Nate and Ricky call time on their 
marriage… then Brax arrives and asks her 
to bring Casey to start a new life with him! 

Josh tells Evie that he killed Charlotte. 
Kat’s livid when Ash betrays her trust!

Heartbreak! Nate’s heartbroken 
to see Ricky leave with Brax.

Ash has a run-in with Tori’s three 
brothers, Mason, Justin and Brody. 

Andy confesses to Charlotte’s murder!

Confession! Andy confesses to another 
murder and Evie convinces Josh that 
confessing to his crime won’t help anyone.

Dom fails to convince Phoebe he’s over 
Tess and she sleeps with Justin Morgan!

Pills! Matt finds Roo unconscious after 
another pill binge... and he tells Alf. 

A hungover Phoebe’s embarrassed after 
her one-night stand with Justin. 

An angry Olivia upsets Billie.

Fear! Olivia makes up with Billie, then 
she has fears that something isn’t quite 
right with still-absent Irene... 

Roo tells Alf and Matt she needs help. 
Hunter hears about ‘killer’ Andy...

What next?
l Will Josh continue to let Andy take 
the rap for Charlotte’s murder?
l Billie meets the man who raped her!
l A familiar and popular face returns 
to Summer Bay… Who is it?

Week 1

Week 2

Mon
18
July

Wed
20
July

Tue
19
July

Thu
21
July

Fri
22
July

Mon
25
July

Tue
26
July

Wed
27
July

Thu
28
July

Fri
29
July

must

see

must

see

Martin ‘Ash’ Ashford  .. George Mason 

Andy Barrett  ................................. Tai Hara

Josh Barrett  ......... Jackson Gallagher

Kat Chapman  ............................. Pia Miller

Nate Cooper  ............................ Kyle Pryor

Chris Harrington  ............  Johnny Ruffo

Hunter King  ............................... Scott Lee

Evie MacGuire  .... Phillippa Northeast 

Zac MacGuire  .............. Charlie Clausen

Dr Tori Morgan  ........... Penny McNamee

Maddy Osborne  . Kassandra Clementi

Matt Page  ................................... Alex Snow

John Palmer  ........... Shane Withington

Leah Patterson-Baker  ................................. 

 ............................................. Ada Nicodemou

VJ Patterson  ................. Matthew Little

Skye Peters  ............................  Marlo Kelly

Olivier Richards  ....... Raechelle Banno

Ricky Sharpe  ....................  Bonnie Sveen

Roo Stewart  .................. Georgie Parker

Home and Away cast
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2weeks revealed

Lost love: Phoebe (inset) secretly 
watches Dom and his happy family

Agonising: Alf’s worried 
about drugged-up Roo…

Hasty exit: Maddy decides to leave 
Matt behind and escape the Bay…

Broken heart: Nate’s in pieces as 
Ricky leaves the Bay with Brax…

Tough introduction: Ash has a run-in 
with Mason, Justin and Brody Morgan 

tuesdaY

26

wedNesdaY

27

wedNesdaY

20
tuesdaY

19

tuesdaY

26



psychicsoap

Soaplifeyour official                          psychic services

Pay by credit/debit card,

Call 0800 063 0670

Call FREE and speak to our friendly 

advisors to book your reading

Book your reading 

with our advisor

Call Freephone 

0800 063 1503
ˇ

Enjoy your 

consultation

Livemedium
Have you lost anyone close to you?
Do you want to know if they are looking out for you? 
Our talented mediums will use the power of the spirit 
world to help guide you through all areas of your life

Call 0800 0630 736

to pay by credit or debit card 

Or pay on your phone bill, call 0906 344 0843 £1.53/min

Call 0906 344 8006 £1.53/min

Republic of Ireland: 1580 787 871 €2.40/min

Livepsychic
Get clear and positive insight into your future!
Our team of psychics can guide you and answer 
your questions live on the phone or by text

For answers straight to your mobile... 
Text SOAPLIFE (space) then your question to 86655 £3/TXT READING

e.g. SOAPLIFE  What do the months ahead have in store for me?

Call 09063 440 842 £1.53/min

Republic of Ireland: 1580 923 107 €2.40/min

Lovepsychic
Is your partner the one?
Will you meet that special someone?
Get answers and insight on all romantic issues

Text LOVESOAP (space) followed by your love 
related question to 86655 £3/TXT READING

e.g. LOVESOAP Does my partner really love me? 

Lovematch
Have you met the right partner? 
Got your eye on someone and want 
to know if itís worth giving it a go? 
Find out instantly using Love match 
text service! 

Text THEONE (space) fthen your date of birth (space) and 
your love interestís date of birth to 86655 £3/TXT READING

e.g. THEONE 061081 050284

Calls cost £1.50 per min plus your telephone companyÕs network access charge. Lines are open from 8am-1am every day, calls made outside of these hours will be charged. Booking line open Mon-Fri, 9am-5.30pm.

 Callers must be 18+. Maximum length for calls is 19.6 minutes. Text readings cost £3 plus std rate msg. Psychics will promptly reply to all messages. When you text a Psychic, you will get marketing messages from 

Time Inc (UK) Ltd and Soaplife magazine. However you can reply NO at any time to unsubscribe from marketing messages. Helpline: UK 0333 202 3392 (9am-5pm, Mon-Fri). SP (UK) Spoke. All calls are recorded. 

Readings are for entertainment purposes only. This service is regulated by PhonepayPlus.

Call 0800 0630 736
Call 0906 3440 842 

£1.50 per min

Call 0906 344 8006 
£1.50 per min

£1.50 per min
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must see tv
S o a p l i f e ’ S  g u i d e  t o  a l l  t h e  b e S t  t v  t o  w a t c h  i n  t h e  n e x t  2  w e e k S !

Starts Sunday 17 July bbc1

Toby Jones stars in this 
four-part thriller adapted from 
Joseph Conrad’s classic novel 
about terrorism and espionage. 

As the seemingly ordinary owner of  
a seedy Soho shop, Adolf Verloc (Jones) 
hides a secret that even his wife, Winnie 
(Vicky McClure), knows nothing about 
– he’s spying for the Russian embassy. 

For their own national security, the 
Russians want Verloc to blow up the 
Greenwich Observatory to make it look 
like an attack by British anarchists.

Verloc takes advantage of his wife’s 
learning impaired younger brother, Stevie 
(Charlie Hamblett), to help him.

Stephen Graham plays Chief Inspector 
Heat, who’s out to prove Verloc’s guilt.

period drama

the secret agent

2weekS revealed

new
SerieS

Explosive action: Verloc 
(left), his wife, Winnie, 
and Chief Inspector Heat

Badly used: Verloc’s 
brother-in-law Stevie 
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must see tv

Saturday 23 July C4

A British secondary school in Northampton gets a 
fantastic 1950s rock ‘n’ roll party makeover for the night 
in this one-off special hosted by Alan Carr. 

Treated to an all-American high school prom, the 
schoolkids will enjoy a night of dancing, romance and 
some special guests, with two of the partygoers crowned 
‘Prom King’ and ‘Prom Queen’. 

As well as live music performances, the show will take  
a look back at the fashions and fads of the 1950s, from 
Barbie dolls to blow-up bras. 

‘I love Grease, so I can’t wait to step inside the 1950s  
for Prom Night Live. This must make me Northampton’s 
answer to Vince Fontaine,’ laughs Alan.

Prom Night Live

Wasted
Starts Tuesday 19 July E4

It’s not every day you get a Game of Thrones star in your living room, 
but that’s exactly what happens to West Country bong shop owner 
Morpheus in this sparkling new comedy series! 

Along with his sister, Sarah (Rose Reynolds), Morpheus (Danny 
Kirrane) is going nowhere fast, and nor is his best mate, Kent (Dylan 
Edwards), who’s sleeping on his sofa. Along with a secret crush on 
tattooist Alison (Gwyneth Keyworth), Morpheus’ idol is Sean Bean, 
who appears in full Game of Thrones-style outfit as his spirit guide!

‘We can’t wait to bring a bit of Westeros to Wiltshire with the 
Wasted gang’s adventures,’ says E4 comedy chief Liz Lewin.

Casualty
Saturday 16 July BBC1 

In the only episode of the 
fortnight, Iain holds back 
from telling off his new best 
mate Jez, who turns up late 
for work yet again. 

However, when Jez loses 
the ambulance after leaving 
the keys in the ignition, is it 
one mistake too far? 

Meanwhile, Rita’s set on 
leaving and Jacob does his 
best to convince her she’s a 
great nurse. She decides to 
stay, on one condition… she 
steps down from the clinical 
nurse manager’s position.

Meanwhile, David cheers 
up Robyn, who’s upset over 
her disastrous love life.

Holby City
Tuesday 19 July BBC1 

Sacha intervenes when Essie 
gets caught up in a hostage 
situation… but there are 
disastrous consequences. 

Meanwhile, Darwin gets  
a new F1, feisty Jasmine 
(Lucinda Dryzek), who turns 
out to be Jac’s sister! 
Tuesday 26 July BBC1 

Morven returns to work for 
the first time since Arthur’s 
death, finding comfort in old 
memories of her husband. 

When Isaac pushes Dom 
for more commitment, Dom 
has a wobble. Will he agree 
to see Isaac exclusively? 

Meanwhile, Mo and Zosia 
have a run-in with Ollie.

drama

eNtertaiNmeNt

new
series

ComedY

Staying power: Rita’s 
convinced by Jacob…

Night fever: Excited 
prom host Alan Carr

Returning to work: But 
Morven’s still struggling 
following Arthur’s death

Spirited appearance: Sean 
Bean (inset) joins (l-r) Wasted’s 
Alison, Sarah and Morpheus 
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Crime shoW us drama

Dateline with Tamzin 
Outhwaite
Starts Tuesday 26 July ID

Former EastEnders star Tamzin  
Outhwaite presents this new series, which 
opens up real-life cold crime cases in an 
attempt to find out what really happened. 

The stories include that of brothers 
Tommy and Ray Highers, who are fighting 
to be released after 25 years behind bars 
for a murder they say they didn’t commit.

Starts Sunday 17 July Fox

This US period drama is set during 
the American War of Independence, 
following the fortunes of young 
woman Aminata Diallo (Aunjanue 
Ellis), who’s taken to America as a 
slave after being brutally abducted 
from her family in West Africa. 

After fighting against her captors, 
finding love and facing tragedy, 
Aminata – who is fluent in several 
languages and able to read – gets the 
chance to register her name in The
Book of Negroes, a British military 
document that allows free passage  
to Nova Scotia for 3,000 black men 
and women loyal to the crown. 

Will Aminata’s hardships end, or 
does she still have a long way to go?

Someone  
Knows My Name

new
series

new
series

2weeks revealed

Starts Friday 22 July C4

The Goodman family make a welcome 
return to our screens in the fourth outing 
of the sitcom that’s set around a Friday 
evening family meal. 

Adam (Simon Bird) and Jonny (Tom Rosenthal) 
are at the receiving end of more mishaps and 
misery in the new series, when Jonny is injured 
after Adam butters the floor. 

Meanwhile, Dad (Paul Ritter) invites an odd 
friend round, Mum (Tamsin Greig) bluffs her 
mother has died, and neighbour Jim (Mark Heap) 
is in trouble when he looks after five dogs!

‘It’s always a joy to welcome back the 
wonderfully doolally world of Friday Night Dinner, 
and this latest series looks set to be a real 
corker,’ says C4 comedy boss Nerys Evans. 

new
series

ComedY

FridaY Night diNNer

On the case: Crime 
show host Tamzin…

Road to freedom: Aminata 
faces a long, hard struggle

Dinner is served: (l-r) Dad, 
Jonny, Adam and Mum…



Email: soaplife@timeinc.com 
Post: Soaplife, Floor 6, Blue Fin Building, 
110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU

What superb acting 
by Tina O’Brien as 
tormented Sarah 
Platt in Corrie! 
She’s been brilliant. 
It’s good she’s 
been given such  
a central role with 
powerful storylines 
since her return  
to the soap.

David Evans,  
West Midlands 

What a snake in the grass Pat Phelan  
is in Corrie! First he ripped off poor 
Norris Cole regarding the roof, then  
he set fire to Jason Grimshaw’s van!  
I can’t imagine what Eileen sees in him! 

Anne Forrester, Norfolk 

The arrival of Grace Royle’s half-brothers, Jesse, Liam and 
Adam Donovan, has given Hollyoaks a boost. Liam and 
Jesse provide light relief from all the mayhem, while their 
elder brother, Adam, seems to be much more of a dark 
horse. These likely lads are definitely worth watching.

John Rutherford, Kent 

Hurray! Bobby 
Beale finally took 
his punishment on 
the chin! He was so 
composed in court 
as he pleaded 
guilty to assaulting 
his mum, Jane, 
and killing his 
sister, Lucy. I hope 
his time inside will 
see a reformed 
Bobby return to 
EastEnders! 

Sylvia Monk, 
Hertfordshire

Terrific Tina! 

Poisonous Pat!

Brilliant brothers!

Bad Bobby 

comes good!

I feel sorry for Kim 
Fox in EastEnders. 

Vincent should stay 
away from fathering 
a baby with Donna 
Yates. It’s way too 

complicated!
Rachel Vaz, Middlesex

is brilliant and it’s entertaining 
The pirate ship in Emmerdale

the villagers of all ages!
Jodie Giblin, Vale of Glamorgan

Have your

Say
Tell us what you think!  

We pay £20 for every view 
we print...
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Key dates lRomance lMoney lLuck lDodgy days

Virgo 23 August to 22 September

It won’t be a drama-free fortnight, but don’t 
let that put you off pitching an unusual idea.

Leo 23 July to 22 August

You know how to make your words count. 
Just be confident and chase your dreams.

Starline: 0905 817 0419*

Starline: 0905 817 0418*

l19/7 l22/7 l18/7 l25/7 l28/7 l20/7 l23/7 l26/7 l21/7

l20/7 l21/7 l23/7 l26/7 l27/7 l29/7 l17/7 l19/7 l22/7

l17/7 l24/7 l24/7 l16/7 l25/7 l21/7 l26/7 l28/7 l19/7

l20/7 l21/7 l22/7 l18/7 l19/7 l23/7 l17/7 l25/7 l28/7

l16/7 l17/7 l24/7 l22/7 l25/7 l19/7 l21/7 l26/7 l20/7

l20/7 l26/7 l18/7 l21/7 l24/7 l22/7 l23/7 l29/7 l17/7

l21/7 l22/7 l19/7 l23/7 l26/7 l16/7 l17/7 l24/7 l20/7

l19/7 l20/7 l27/7 l17/7 l18/7 l16/7 l21/7 l22/7 l26/7

l16/7 l18/7 l17/7 l22/7 l25/7 l20/7 l21/7 l26/7 l19/7

l17/7 l23/7 l24/7 l18/7 l25/7 l19/7 l20/7 l22/7 l21/7

l22/7 l24/7 l20/7 l25/7 l27/7 l23/7 l26/ l29/7 l17/7

l18/7 l22/7 l23/7 l21/7 l24/7 l16/7 l20/7 l25/7 l19/7

Libra 23 September to 22 October

Relationships will get a boost this fortnight, 
even one with someone you don’t like. 

Starline: 0905 817 0420*

Scorpio 23 October to 21 November

You have a lot you want to do this fortnight, 
so make the most of your time and energy.

Starline: 0905 817 0421*

Sagittarius 22 November to 20 December

You’re not sure where you stand with loved 
ones, but a child’s comment could clarify it.

Starline: 0905 817 0422*

Capricorn 21 December to 19 January

Be decisive and focus on one area of your 
life at a time… You will see the benefits.

Starline: 0905 817 0423*

Aquarius 20 January to 19 February

Something or someone will irritate you and 
you’ll have to see it as a lesson in patience. 

Starline: 0905 817 0424*

Pisces 20 February to 20 March

It’s time to speak up and chase your dreams 
before they disappear without a trace…

Starline: 0905 817 0425*

Aries 21 March to 21 April

You’ll struggle sorting fact from fiction and 
making decisions. Don’t commit yourself.

Starline: 0905 817 0414*

Taurus 22 April to 21 May

Enjoy some quality time with loved ones – 
but remember to be kind to yourself.

Starline: 0905 817 0415*

Gemini 22 May to 21 June

Take advice with a pinch of salt. Someone is 
saying something that could mislead you.

Starline: 0905 817 0416*

Cancer 22 June to 22 July

Your job could feel more like a prison than a 
career, but a welcome change is on the way.

Starline: 0905 817 0417*

*Starlines are updated every Thursday. Calls cost 80p per minute plus your 

network access charge. Users must be 18+. You must seek bill payer’s permission. 

SP: Spoke, 0333 202 3390

Your STArS
Saturday 16 July to Friday 29 July 2016

Across

	 1 Emmerdale	character	
played	by	Chris	Chittell,	
____	Pollard	(4)

	4		Actress	who	plays	
Hollyoaks’	Grace	Royle,	
______	Wall	(6)

	7		Mel	Gibson	starred	in	
this	1987	action	film,	
Lethal	______	(6)

	8		ITV	gameshow	hosted	
by	Phillip	Schofield,	
The	____	(4)

	9		English	actor	who	plays	
Benidorm’s	Lesley,	
Tim	_____	(5)

	10		Eileen	Derbyshire	plays	
this	Corrie	character,	
_____	Bishop	(5)

	12		Surname	of	Sex and 
the City	star	Kristin	(5)

	14		Veteran	British	singer	
of	1964	hit	Downtown,	
Petula	_____	(5)

	17		Brenda	Blethyn	stars	
in	the	title	role	of	this	
ITV	crime	drama	(4)

	19		Liverpudlian	comedian,	
TV	and	radio	presenter,	
Paul	_’_____	(6)

	20		Kim	Fox’s	sister	in	
EastEnders,	played	by	
Diane	Parish	(6)

	21		He	plays	EastEnders’	
Max,	Jake	____	(4)

Down

	2		TV	adventure	traveller,	
Simon	_____	(5)

	3		Current	Doctor Who,	
Peter	_______	(7)

	4  Hollyoaks	character,	
____	Hutchinson	(4)

	5  Casualty	character	
played	by	actor	Charles	
Dale,	Big	___	(3)

	6		Star	of	2011	US	film	
comedy	Bridesmaids,
_____	Wilson	(5)

	11		Surname	of	One Foot  
in the Grave	comedy	
character	Victor	(7)

	13		British	singing	star	
whose	albums	are	
titled	19,	21	and	25	(5)

	15		Queen	hit	single	from	
1984,	_____	Gaga	(5)

	16		Busybody	Coronation 
Street	character,	
Norris	____	(4)

	18		Former	Hollyoaks
actress,	___	Bastian	(3)

E C B A R R I S T E R P

T R H F W E R C Q F I W

A I N A A O T U A H J G

G M L O B M A U S S R E

I E V E I R I N P I E C

T S R I R T O L E S E N

S T R E C I A V I C I E

E O L E T T A G I E G D

V R Q A D N I L E D S I

N I L H C N O M U L D V

I E N E B P I J S H L E

R S M O O R T R U O C A

ALLEGATION

BARRISTER

CASE

COURTROOM

CRIME
STORIES

DISPUTE

EVIDENCE

FAMILIES

GRIEVANCE

INVESTIGATE

JUDGE

LAW

POLICE

QUARREL

RELATIONSHIP

RINDER

ROBERT

TRIAL

VICTIMS

The	words/names	linked	with	Judge Rinder
below	are	hidden	in	the	grid	in	a	vertical,	
horizontal	or	diagonal	direction	except	one.	
The	missing	word(s)	could	win	you	£50.*

Place	the	initials	of	the	five	soap	
actors	in	the	numbered	boxes	left	
and	below	to	find	a	soap	character.	
We’ve	put	in	two	letters	to	help.*

3.Wordsearch

2.fame game

1.crossWord
The	yellow	squares	will	reveal	the	jumbled	
name	of	a	well-known	Hollyoaks	character.	
l Prize goes to the first correct entry drawn after the 

closing date of Monday 1 August 2016.

0901 130 4060
or TexT winSoAP 
To 87080To enTer CALL

AnSwerS

	1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	11	12

Win
£100

Win
£50

Win
£25

back bites

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10 11

12 13 14 15

16

17 18 19

20 21

yn
4 11 8 109 123 61 2

*All cash prizes go to the first correct 
entries drawn for each puzzle above 
after the closing date of 1 August 2016.

Issue	383  £100 prize crossword: JANE £50 prize 
wordsearch: TONY £25 Fame game: TODD	GRIMSHAW

l Calls cost 50p plus your telephone company’s network access charge. Texts cost 50p per text plus network charges.

l When you enter by text you may in future get SMS marketing messages from Time Inc. (UK) Ltd 
and Soaplife magazine. If you don’t want to receive these please end your text with NO INFO.  
SP: Spoke 0333 202 3390.

Text WInSOAP, then a space, your answers, then your	name, house	number and postcode to 87080.

l If you fail to provide your full name and address details your entry may be charged but not entered.
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Soaplifeon sale Tuesday 26 July

what next?
W h a t  e v e r y o n e  W i l l  b e  t a l k i n g  a b o u t . . .

We’ve already seen Andy Flynn try to trap Ronnie 
Mitchell in her house, only for Jack Branning to 
return before Andy could… Could what? He  
wants revenge for the death of his adopted sister, 
Danielle, who was Ronnie’s daughter. But how  
will he get it if he can’t get to Ronnie? Could he 
turn on her sister, Roxy? Is he dating Roxy just  
so he can become the boyfriend from hell?

What’s 
eastenders

Vicar’s daughter Gabby has proved to be a very 
bad influence on young Jacob and Liv. We fear 
this could lead to her being involved in a teen 
pregnancy story… But she won’t necessarily  
be at the centre of it. Having been stopped 
from having sex with Jacob, we think Gabby 
might encourage another girl to sleep with  
him. And she knows Liv likes him – a lot…andy’s plan?

teens!
terrible

emmerdale

hollyoaks

coronation street

Alfie Nightingale hasn’t only got his family and 
his girlfriend, Jade Albright, rooting for him to 
be a cancer survivor. We want him to fight and 
win this battle – and then have a happy ending 
with Jade. What do you reckon the chances  
are of that happening? Higher than Alfie’s  
10 per cent chance of living, we hope!

Home-wrecking builder Pat Phelan 
thought he was quids in when  
he persuaded departing Jason 
Grimshaw to leave his business in  
his hands. But Eileen is controlling 
the purse strings – and Phelan would 
happily strangle her with them. We 
reckon he’s going to have to get rid  
of Eileen, too, to get what he wants. 
But would he actually kill her? Or 
could he have another cunning plan?

Come on, alfie!

WatCh out, eileen!

2weeks!

baCk bites

See you 
again in

6666



Granddaughter,
I Love You

Head To Toe!
An Exclusive

Baby Doll

Makes a great gift!

Soft RealTouch¨

vinyl

Includes gift card 
for you to personalise

16 inches and
poseable

❤

❤

❤

From the moment you fi rst held her in your arms, she has always been your 
little doll. Tell her exactly how you feel with a gift that she’ll cherish her whole 
life long – a sweet reminder of your love. 

 The 'Granddaughter, I Love You Head To Toe' Baby Doll by renowned 
artist Waltraud Hanl is individually handcrafted, making it as unique as 
that special girl in your life. From her soft RealTouch® vinyl skin and tiny 
handpainted fi ngernails to her outfi t adorned with ruffl es and bows, this So 
Truly Real¨ doll will be a treasured keepsake. A sentiment card for you to 
personalise is included, delivered inside the gift box so your granddaughter 
can display it with her doll.

Easy payments – satisfaction guaranteed! Order now!

Accompanied by a Certifi cate of Authenticity and our famous 365-day 
guarantee, this doll is available for just 5 instalments of £25.99 – that's only 
£129.95 (plus £9.99 S&H)*. Pay nothing now – complete and return your 
Reservation Application today!

A gift as precious as the love in your heart

In the search box, please enter GRANDDAUGHTER LOVE DOLL    

Quote reference code P330241

www.ashtondrake.co.uk 0333 003 0019
Fastest way to order Call our 24hr hotline

A credit check may be carried out by a licensed Credit Reference Agency. Full Terms and Conditions are available upon 

request. © The Bradford Exchange. * S&H - Service & Handling. Offer applies to UK only. Our guarantee is in addition to the 

rights provided to you by consumer protection regulations. 03-02203-001

This doll is not a toy, but a fi ne collectable.

PAY NOTHING NOW

RESERVATION APPLICATION

Please Respond Promptly 

To: The Bradford Exchange Ltd, PO Box 653, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 4RA

YES! Please reserve __(Qty) of the 'Granddaughter, I Love You Head To 

Toe' Doll for me as described in this advert.  I need PAY NOTHING NOW!

Complete today or Call 0333 003 0019

Applicants must be aged 18 years of age or over.  UK mainland 
addresses only.  Please note, we may contact you via email and mobile 
with information about your reservation and other relevant offers. From 
time to time, the Bradford Exchange may allow carefully screen third party 
companies to contact you.  Please tick the boxes if you do not wish to 
receive such communications by:Email       Telephone/Mobile        Third 
Party Companies

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)

Address

Postcode                         Telephone

Mobile

Email Address

(PLEASE PRINT)

Order Ref:P33024103-02203-001

Only 5 
instalments of 

£25.99




